Periodontal and peri-implant wound healing following laser therapy


To date, mechanical therapy has been the mainstream treatment for plaque-induced periodontal disease. However, complete eradication of bacteria and/or optimal wound healing may not necessarily be achieved with conventional mechanical therapy alone. Therefore, chemotherapy using antimicrobial agents as an adjunct to mechanical therapy has been advocated to increase bacterial eradication as well as to enhance wound healing/tissue regeneration following debridement. Mechano-chemotherapy has also been accepted and partly employed for the treatment of aggressive or severely advanced forms of periodontitis. In addition to conventional mechanical therapy and chemotherapy, periodontal phototherapy using lasers/light-emitting diodes has generated attention in periodontology because of various beneficial effects in terms of clinical performance, treatment procedures and reported outcomes. Thus, mechano-chemo-phototherapy is gradually becoming more popular. This article deals with the outcome of laser therapy, focusing on postoperative wound healing of periodontal and peri-implant tissues following treatment, based on scientific evidence from currently available in vitro, in vivo and clinical studies, as well as case reports.

Periodontal phototherapy

A large number of studies have reported the use of lasers/lights in the field of periodontal therapy (22, 116, 246, 264). The term “phototherapy” basically encompasses treatment modalities that employ lasers or incoherent light at low- or high-energy levels. In particular, laser therapy has been gradually introduced in dentistry and successfully applied clinically since the early 1990s.

Lasers have numerous tissue interactions, such as ablation or vaporization, hemostasis, microbial inhibition and destruction, as well as biological effects, such as biostimulation (photo-bio-modulation), which induce various beneficial therapeutic effects and biological responses. Thus, the use of lasers is considered effective and suitable for treating a variety of inflammatory and infectious conditions, such as periodontal and peri-implant diseases (22, 115, 116, 122, 264). In addition, laser therapy may alleviate a patient’s physical and mental stress as well as intra-operative and postoperative pain.

Various dental laser instruments have been used for soft-tissue periodontal therapy. Development of the erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Er:YAG) laser (2,940 nm) and the erbium, chromium-doped yttrium-scandium-gallium-garnet (Er,Cr:YSGG) laser (2,780 nm), which can be applied on hard tissues with an extremely low thermal effect when used with water cooling, meant that periodontal tissues (such as gingiva, tooth roots and bone tissue), as well as titanium implant surfaces, could be treated with lasers. Currently, a variety of lasers are being employed for the management of periodontal and peri-implant disease (22, 114, 116) (Table 1). With increasing evidence for benefits, phototherapy plays an important role in wound healing/tissue regeneration in the treatment of oral diseases (21, 22, 51, 55, 66, 116, 122, 264, 265, 284, 317).
Characteristics of laser therapy

In this section, several factors of laser irradiation related to wound healing are discussed.

Penetration depth of lasers

When laser energy reaches the tissue surface, it can be reflected, scattered, absorbed or transmitted to the surrounding tissues. Among the four different interactions in biological tissue, the performance of a laser is determined by the degree of absorption. In biological tissue, the main influences on absorption are the presence of free water molecules, proteins, pigments, inorganic components (such as apatite) and other macromolecules (Fig. 1). Generally, the degree of absorption (i.e. the depth of penetration of a laser in biological tissue) of a laser is dependent on its wavelength. In particular, absorption is strongly influenced by the absorption coefficient in water (110, 201). As shown in Fig. 1, a lower absorption coefficient into water indicates deeper penetration into biological soft tissues, whereas a higher absorption coefficient exhibits superficial absorption.

Thus, lasers are generally classified into two types, depending on their wavelength: (i) a deeply penetrating type, such as neodymium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Nd:YAG) and diode lasers, in which the laser light penetrates and scatters deeply into tissue, and
(ii) a superficially absorbed type (shallowly penetrating type), such as carbon dioxide (CO₂), Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG lasers, in which the laser light is absorbed in the superficial layer and does not penetrate or scatter deeply (116, 129, 211) (Fig. 2).


Tissue ablation

Basically, most surgical (high-power) lasers produce a photo-thermal effect on tissue and thereby evaporate soft tissues by thermal effects. In particular, CO₂ and erbium lasers directly and easily evaporate soft tissues by photo-thermal effects. Regarding the two types of erbium lasers, the effect of soft-tissue ablation seems to be greater following treatment with an Er:YAG laser than with an Er,Cr:YSGG laser (333). On the other hand, for Nd:YAG and diode lasers, part of the emitting light is converted into heat by refraction or diffused reflection at the tip end, creating a condition called “hot tip”. Thus, the secondary thermal effects of the heated tip can cut or incise soft tissues. The tissue is coagulated and vaporized as a result of contact with the overheated tip rather than by the laser energy itself (21).

Regarding hard tissues, hard-tissue ablation with the Er:YAG laser (2,940 nm) has been speculated to occur as a result of “thermo-mechanical” effects based on photo-thermal interactions (287, 288). The Er,Cr:YSGG laser, closely related in wavelength (2,780 nm) to the Er:YAG laser (2,940 nm), shows physical and biological performances clinically comparable with those of the Er:YAG laser. However, the Er,Cr:YSGG laser is more highly absorbed by hydroxide (OH) ions than by water molecules (81). The mechanism of tissue ablation by the Er:YAG laser begins with thermal evaporation because the laser is

Fig. 2. Classification of lasers according to penetration depth in tissue. One is a deeply penetrating type, in which the laser light penetrates and scatters deeply into the tissue, and the other is a superficially absorbed type (shallowly penetrating type), in which the laser light does not penetrate or scatter deeply (129). CO₂, carbon dioxide; CW, continuous wave; Er,Cr:YSGG, erbium, chromium-doped yttrium-scandium-gallium-garnet; Er:YAG, erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet; Nd:YAG, neodymium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet.
readily absorbed in water and organic molecules within the biological tissues. In this process, water molecules within the hard tissues are vaporized as they absorb the laser energy, thus increasing intratissue pressure, producing vapor within the tissue and provoking “micro-explosions” that cause mechanical break down of tissues and physically contribute to the ablation process (21, 22, 198, 204). The ablated surface exhibits a microstructured appearance with minimal thermal alteration (21, 22) (Fig. 3).

**Thermal side effects and hemostasis**

Following ablation caused by photo-thermal effects of lasers, various degrees of thermal denaturation can be observed at the irradiated site (Figs 2 and 4). As the Nd:YAG laser is a deeply penetrating type of laser, it produces a relatively thick coagulation layer on the lased soft-tissue surface (Fig. 2) and thereby exhibits strong hemostasis. Hence, the Nd:YAG laser is basically effective for ablation of potentially hemorrhagic soft tissue. Perry et al. (216) and White et al. (337, 339) reported that the width of the coagulation layer was 0.3–0.8 mm in an incision of bovine oral soft tissue *in vitro* at 3–10 W.

Diode lasers also belong to the deeply penetrating types of laser, and White et al. (337) reported that the width of the coagulation layer following irradiation in continuous mode was more than 1.0 mm in an incision of bovine oral soft tissue *in vitro*. However, depending on the experimental conditions and method of evaluation, the width of the changed layer is considerably different. Goharkhay et al. (101) demonstrated that the width of soft-tissue damage on pig oral mucosa was 20–100 μm in the continuous wave and pulsed modes at 0.5–4.5 W. Beer et al. (36) reported that the average depth of necrosis and the depth of reversible damage in the incision on bovine liver specimens were approximately 80–190 μm and 300 μm to 2 mm, respectively, for the pulsed mode, and were 70–150 μm and 150–600 μm, respectively, for the micro-pulsed mode, depending on the speed of probe movement at 1.2–2.2 W.

The CO₂ laser is a shallow-penetrating type of laser that is absorbed at the tissue surface with very little scatter or penetration (Fig. 2). As the ablation is mainly caused by heat generation, carbonization occurs easily on the irradiated surface but the heat produced does not scatter. Therefore, the CO₂ laser produces a relatively thin layer of coagulation around the ablated site. Arashiro et al. (26) reported that the width of the coagulation layer was 100–300 μm in an incision of porcine skin with the continuous-mode CO₂ laser at 6 W, and Vaderhobli et al. (329) reported

Fig. 3. Mechanism of hard-tissue ablation with an erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Er:YAG) laser. The Er:YAG laser penetrates the hard tissues superficially (A) and water molecules and organic molecules within the hard tissues are selectively vaporized by thermal effects as they readily absorb the laser energy, thus increasing the intratissue pressure, producing vapor within the tissue and provoking “micro-explosions” (B) that cause mechanical tissue to break down by inducing micro-crack propagation and micro-fragmentation (C) and physically contribute to the water-mediated explosive ablation process (D), leaving a minimally affected layer with microstructures on the lased surface (E). Thus, the mechanism of hard-tissue ablation with the Er:YAG laser has been speculated as a “photo-mechanical” or a “thermo-mechanical” effect.
Among dental lasers, the Er:YAG laser has the highest absorption into water, which minimizes the thermal effects on the surrounding tissues during irradiation (Fig. 2). Walsh et al. (334) reported that the width of the thermally changed layer was only 10–50 μm following Er:YAG laser incision of porcine skin in noncontact mode. Sawabe et al. (259) reported that the width of the thermally changed layer was approximately 20 μm following Er:YAG laser (10.4 J/cm²/pulse, 30 Hz) contact ablation of gingival tissue without water spray in rats. Cercadillo-Ibarguren et al. (47) demonstrated, with Er,Cr:YSGG laser incisions of porcine oral mucosa, that the width of the thermal effect was 9–15 μm at 1–4 W with water spray, in contrast to 10–60 μm at 1–2 W without water spray.

Merigo et al. (180) compared the thermal influence on bovine tongue tissue for different lasers and reported that the greatest changes evident within the stroma were collagen fusion and homogenization, which were observed in widths of 500–600 μm for the 5-W continuous-wave diode laser and the 4-W Nd:YAG laser. The corresponding widths of other wavelengths were approximately 200 μm for the 3-W continuous-wave diode laser, more than 100 μm for the 3–5 W continuous-wave or superpulsed CO₂ laser and the smallest, less than 100 μm, was observed for the 5-W (250 mJ/pulse, 20 Hz) Er:YAG laser. The thermal increase induced by the Er:YAG laser was lower than that induced by CO₂ and diode lasers, whereas CO₂ and diode lasers revealed a good histological quality to the cut surface (incision morphology).

Regarding hard tissues, the Er:YAG laser, when used with water cooling, is capable of effectively ablating hard tissues, producing a thermally affected layer of approximately 5–30 μm thickness on cementum, dentin and bone tissues (10, 18, 19, 87, 257). Other high-power lasers, such as Nd:YAG and CO₂ (10,600 nm), generally produce major thermal changes, such as carbonization, melting and resolidification on hard tissues (86, 120, 147, 178, 223, 257, 258). The diode laser generally does not interact with root cementum; however, in the presence of blood, this laser also results in carbonization of cementum (150).

**Disinfection and detoxification effects**

Most surgical lasers are capable of killing bacteria by photo-thermal effects. Bacteria are evaporated, destroyed or denatured by laser irradiation, resulting in their devitalization or inactivation (6, 13, 53, 67, 143, 244, 262, 263). Therefore, the bactericidal effect of laser therapy is considered advantageous for postoperative wound healing because lasers are capable of creating a disinfected field during surgery and reducing the risk of infection (191). In addition, because the Nd:YAG laser exhibits selective absorption in pigments, it is conceivable that this laser would be effective for devitalizing some of the pigmented bacteria, such as *Porphyromonas gingivalis*, that are associated with periodontal disease. Moreover, lasers ablate or inactivate toxic substances, such as bacterial endotoxins (lipopolysaccharide) (84, 89, 143, 313, 343). These additional decontamination and detoxification effects may positively influence wound healing of the treated site and offer several advantages over conventional mechanical treatment. Furthermore, it is possible that laser irradiation of the root surface might provide an antimicrobial effect and inhibit bacterial attachment/colonization following irradiation (119). The effect would also be beneficial for healing and maintenance of periodontal pockets.

Another advantageous aspect of laser therapy is its potential systemic effect when bacteremia following periodontal treatment is prevented (107). Bacteremia occurs as a consequence of various dental
High-level laser therapy and low-level laser therapy can be employed simultaneously because a reduced or markedly reduced amount of energy penetrates or scatters into the surrounding tissues during high-level laser irradiation. Also, the photo-thermal effect generated by high-level laser irradiation may have a positive influence on wound healing as one of the biostimulation effects (205). Currently, high-level laser therapy is performed for ablation of diseased tissues, with concurrent photobiomodulation in the adjacent tissues, as a desired effect (23, 122).

Soft-tissue surgery

Advantages of laser surgery over conventional treatment modalities

Dental laser instruments have been widely employed in soft-tissue procedures, such as gingivectomy, gingivoplasty and frenectomy, and for the removal of benign tumors in oral surgery and periodontics (2, 21, 55, 116, 211, 220). The major beneficial properties of lasers are their relatively easier ablation of soft tissues than that of mechanical instruments and their hemostatic and bactericidal effects. Intra-oral tissues, particularly gingiva, display a complex topography and often cannot be reached with a conventional scalpel blade. Compared with a scalpel, a laser can more easily cut, ablate and reshape the oral soft tissues in the oral cavity, with no or reduced bleeding and less pain, as well as with no or less suturing.

Most lasers can be used in soft-tissue surgery where they exert a photo-thermal effect. In this, soft tissues are vaporized or incised, leaving different degrees of thermal denaturation, such as carbonization and coagulation, of the treated surface (Figs 2 and 4). Few studies have precisely compared wound healing among conventional instruments and lasers because it is basically difficult to prepare wounds with the same dimensions for both scalpel and laser incisions. As comparative studies available are limited and the results differ depending upon the type of laser employed, a consensus regarding the speed of wound healing following the use of lasers has not been reached.

Alternatively, electrosurgery has frequently been employed and is capable of easily incising soft tissues with good hemostasis (318). However, delayed wound healing is a potential risk of unwanted thermal damage (259), and necrosis of the underlying periosteum and alveolar bone during gingival tissue management can be a complication (32, 296, 297). Lasers offer greater patient comfort and safety than electrosurgery,
with less postoperative pain and fewer complications (259). In particular, lasers do not induce severe pulpal pain, which is frequently associated with the contact of the probe on the root surface during electrosurgery.

Wound healing following soft-tissue surgery

The healing of soft tissues following laser therapy is largely influenced by the degree of thermal side-effects on the lased tissue surfaces caused by each laser system. Each laser wavelength performs differently on soft tissues, depending upon the degree of absorption and the penetration depth of the laser (Figs 2 and 4). Generally, wound healing (primary closure) following a soft-tissue incision with surgical lasers is delayed compared with that of a scalpel incision, as a result of the collateral thermal side effects (26, 83, 297). In particular, diode and Nd:YAG lasers penetrate more deeply, and can cause more thermal effects and produce a relatively thicker coagulation layer on the treated surface, than superficially absorbed lasers (22, 109). Thus, thermal denaturation of the lased surface would affect the adhesion of the incised surfaces for primary closure, resulting in delayed wound healing. However, lasers are not usually employed for incisions in oral soft-tissue surgery, their target uses generally being excision and ablation of soft tissues. The thermal side effects on the ablated surface do not necessarily affect the process of secondary epithelialization following excision or ablation. On the other hand, because of the production of a thicker coagulum, deeply penetrating lasers can be applied even for the treatment of lip and tongue tissues, which bleed easily. However, when applying deeply penetrating types of lasers for periodontal procedures, there is concern regarding the impact of the thermal effects on the underlying and surrounding tissues such as tooth pulp, periosteum and bone tissue, which may jeopardize wound healing following treatment.

CO2 laser

In periodontology, there were several reports on laser application for gingivectomy and gingivoplasty in the late 1980s (34, 221, 246). The CO2 laser can be used for rapid soft-tissue removal, with excellent hemostasis, producing a clear operating field that sometimes requires no suturing (220, 246) (Fig. 6). Compared with use of a scalpel, laser surgery offers the advantages of minimal scarring and wound contraction (83, 171, 172). Regarding the histology of wound healing, Fisher et al. (83) reported that the CO2 laser wound on buccal gingival mucosa differed from the conventional wound: there was minimal damage to the adjacent tissue; initially a coagulum of denatured protein formed on the surface; the inflammatory reaction was reduced; fewer myofibroblasts were present and there was little wound contraction; and less collagen was formed and epithelial regeneration was delayed and more irregular. Luomanen et al. (170) reported that in the incision of rat tongue mucosa the regenerative process with concomitant re-epithelialization took place more slowly in laser-treated than in scalpel-incised wounds. The relative resistance of matrix proteins to laser irradiation and the slow removal and replacement of the residual matrix is suggested to account, at least partially, for the lack of scarring and contraction frequently observed in laser-treated areas. Also, Arashiro et al. (26) reported that wound healing following CO2 laser and electrosurgery incisions in porcine skin was delayed relative to that of scalpel incisions. Ryu et al. (251) reported that although a CO2 laser had better hemostatic ability, its use caused greater tissue damage than a scalpel and the Er,Cr:YSGG laser. Goultschin et al. (105) demonstrated that there was no difference between CO2 laser and scalpel treatment in clinical wound healing following gingivectomy; however, the healing of laser wounds was histologically delayed with epithelial ulcerations and a dense inflammatory infiltrate accompanied by the formation of crater-like defects.
in the enamel and cementum. It should be noted that CO₂ laser radiation perpendicular to the tooth and root surface produces substantial and undesirable changes that must be clinically avoided.

**Nd:YAG laser**

Oral soft-tissue surgery using the Nd:YAG laser has been widely accepted (220, 238, 338). White et al. (338) successfully used the Nd:YAG laser for intra-oral soft-tissue application, without anesthesia and with minimal bleeding compared with scalpel surgery. Romanos et al. (242, 243) reported that in rat skin incisions, Nd:YAG laser wounds produced with this laser at a low energy level could not be significantly differentiated from conventional incisions. However, although less damage and a lower inflammatory reaction occurred, increased matrix production and a small amount of wound contraction could be demonstrated with laser usage at a low energy level, and tissue exposed to high energy presented extensive damage, such as necrosis and an increased inflammatory reaction, and demonstrated a slower rate of wound healing.

**Diode laser**

The diode laser shows an excellent cutting and coagulation ability with soft tissues and its clinical application is considered to be beneficial for daily practice in oral soft-tissue surgery owing to sufficient hemostasis and precise incision margins (101, 123, 237), although more tissue damage occurs compared with that observed following use of a scalpel or an Er, Cr:YSGG laser (123). Jin et al. (123) demonstrated that in comparison with scalpels and Er,Cr:YSGG laser wounds, the highest level of tumor necrosis factor-alpha expression was found at day 1 postsurgery in the diode laser wounds of pig oral mucosa. Mavrogiannis et al. (177) compared gingivectomy by diode laser (810 nm) for drug-induced gingival overgrowth with that performed by scalpel and reported that, at 6 months, there was significantly less overgrowth recurrence in patients treated with laser excision compared with those treated by conventional gingivectomy. To et al. (323) performed diode laser gingivectomy as an adjunct to nonsurgical periodon-
tal treatment in the management of periodontal health among patients receiving fixed orthodontic appliance therapy. Significant improvements in periodontal health were evident earlier among the test-group subjects for gingival overgrowth index, gingival index and probing pocket depth. They reported that the adjunctive use of lasers can produce an earlier and greater improvement in gingival health. Also, quite recently, using a diode laser, Romanos et al. (240) reported favorable wound healing without scarring following laser patterned microcoagulation as a minimally invasive microsurgical approach, which aims to initiate gingival and oral mucosal tissue regeneration. This novel technique might offer promise for treating degenerative diseases of the oral soft tissues in the future.

**Erbium lasers**

Watanabe et al. (336) first reported that an Er:YAG laser was useful for oral soft-tissue surgery. In the case of an Er:YAG laser, owing to the minimal thermal degeneration of the laser-treated surface (180, 334), wound healing following gingivectomy in dogs was relatively fast and clinically and histologically comparable with that of scalpel surgery (20) (Fig. 7). Repair of Er,Cr:YSGG laser wounds is also histologically similar to that of the scalpel wounds (219, 251).

Ryu et al. (251) reported that an Er,Cr:YSGG laser has many advantages in oral surgery because of the low inflammatory response and minimal damage to tissue. Sawabe et al. (259) compared gingival tissue healing after Er:YAG laser ablation with that following electrosurgery in rats. They reported that in the electrosurgery sites, the postoperative tissue destruction caused by thermal damage continued, whereas in the Er:YAG laser-ablated sites, tissue degradation was limited and the defects were re-epithelialized early. High levels of heat shock protein-72/73 expression, which is induced by cellular stress, were expressed remote from the wound in the electrosurgery sites, whereas only low levels were observed in close proximity to the wound in the Er:YAG laser sites. Expression of heat shock protein-47, which is associated with collagen synthesis, was observed throughout the connective tissues early in wound healing and was found to be limited to the wound area later. This phenomenon proceeded faster in the Er:YAG laser-treated sites than in the electrosurgery sites. Sawabe et al. (259) concluded that the results demonstrated faster and more favorable gingival wound healing in Er:YAG laser-treated sites compared with electrosurgery sites, which suggests that the Er:YAG laser is a safe and suitable tool for periodontal soft-tissue management.

**Fig. 7.** Conventional scalpel gingivectomy vs. erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Er:YAG) laser gingivectomy at premolars in Beagle dogs. During scalpel surgery (A), a large amount of bleeding is noted. Immediately after surgery (B), the treated surface shows marked bleeding (a different case from that shown in panel A). A photomicrograph of a histological section immediately after scalpel surgery demonstrates a smooth surface (C). During Er:YAG laser surgery (energy output of 30 mJ/pulse and 30 Hz without water spray in contact irradiation using a tapered tip) (D), gingival tissue is effectively excised without bleeding. Immediately after laser therapy (E), the laser-treated surface exhibits no visible thermal damage, such as carbonization or coagulation. Hemostasis is achieved (a different case from (D)). A photomicrograph of a histological section immediately after laser surgery shows irregularity of the treated surface with a layer of thin thermal coagulation (arrowheads) approximately 60–220 μm thick and without major carbonization (F). (Azan stain, original magnification ×33).
Hemostasis is less effective with the erbium family of lasers because of the minimal tissue denaturation induced, compared with other wavelengths. A low hemostatic effect is generally considered a shortcoming of the Er:YAG laser because the hemostatic effect is clinically useful in soft-tissue surgery as it stops bleeding, providing a clear operation field and reducing the necessity of suturing after surgery. However, with respect to the wound healing of periodontal soft tissues, the low hemostatic effect of erbium lasers is clinically advantageous because the hemostasis is histologically achieved by formation of a thick coagulation layer. When a substantial defect is created after laser ablation, the thick coagulation layer affects wound healing by inhibiting sufficient blood supply as well as blood-clot formation and by interfering with the subsequent replacement/filling in the new tissues following treatment, occasionally resulting in a gingival defect, deformity and recession. Thus, the minimal hemostasis in erbium laser surgery guarantees subsequent sufficient bleeding and blood clot formation in the ablated defects and thereby induces favorable wound healing (259).

Wound healing following esthetic surgery

Esthetic gingival procedures, such as recontouring or reshaping of gingiva, crown lengthening and depigmentation, have been performed by lasers (56). Various wavelengths can be used for depigmentation of melanin-containing tissues (29, 31, 131, 245, 319, 349). However, there is a risk of gingival recession and ulceration in the areas of thin and delicate gingiva when CO₂, diode and Nd:YAG lasers are employed because of their extensive ablation or excessive thermal-effect potential (29). In contrast, one recent study reported the efficacy of diode lasers for photoablative de-epithelialization of hyperpigmented gingival tissue with some advantages compared with the Er:YAG laser in terms of less injury and postoperative discomfort and pain (98).

For esthetic gingival procedures, an erbium laser can be more safely utilized because of its minimal thermal side effects than CO₂, diode and Nd:YAG lasers (180). In particular, use of water cooling further minimizes thermal effects. If small and delicate contact tips are used, the amount of soft tissue ablated with an Er:YAG laser can be controlled with more precision than with the other lasers; in addition, with less thermal alteration of the treated surface, wound healing can be more rapid (22, 114, 116, 336). In a study on dogs, melanin depigmentation using an Er:YAG laser resulted in a thermally affected layer, approximately 5–25 µm wide, in the connective tissue (17). Recent case reports revealed that this laser can safely and effectively remove both gingival melanin pigmentation (31, 131, 245, 319) and even metal tattoos (114), followed by esthetically significant improvements of gingival discoloration, without any complications or side effects.

Furthermore, when used in combination with a surgical microscope, an Er:YAG laser can almost completely eliminate even small areas of remaining pigmentation or metal fragments, by carefully irradiating the delicate and fragile gingival margin and papilla without causing postsurgical gingival recession (17, 114). These technical advantages of Er:YAG laser microsurgery also lead to improved wound healing and facilitate delicate and complicated procedures, compared with conventional therapy.

Effect of biostimulation (photobiomodulation) in wound healing

It is speculated that photobiomodulation effects, such as promotion of cell proliferation and differentiation, as well as anti-inflammatory effects, are simultaneously produced following high-level laser therapy, and that this should positively modulate wound healing.

However, the amount of wound healing is clinically determined by the balance between the degree of tissue denaturation and the degree of tissue/cell stimulation induced by each laser wavelength. The rate of wound healing is strongly influenced by the degree of remaining collateral thermal injuries. In the case of deep-penetrating lasers, such as Nd:YAG and diode lasers, where tissue denaturation is relatively strong, the photobiomodulation effect may not be exerted effectively. On the other hand, in the case of superficially absorbed lasers, the coagulation layer is thinner and thus the photobiomodulation effect should potentially work well, although the effect would be much weaker compared with the deeply penetrating lasers owing to the lower amount of energy penetration and scattering. Therefore, the actual photobiomodulation effect on wound healing during soft-tissue surgery is complicated and varies among lasers.

Tajima et al. (315) reported that CO₂ laser radiation for a hole preparation in rat ear induced more rapid and greater activation of extracellular signal regulated protein kinase 1/2 in skeletal muscle cells surrounding the injury after surgery, compared with that of mechanical injury. Yamazaki et al. (345, 346) reported that low-level CO₂ laser-induced coagulation resulted in the expression of heat shock proteins.
with a different intensity and pattern to those expressed following scalpel surgery. The number of bromodeoxyuridine-labeled connective tissue cells on day 1 was significantly greater in the laser wound than in the scalpel wound, and the repair process progressed more rapidly in the laser-induced wound than in the scalpel wound. It seems that the coagulation necrosis produced by the low-level pulsed CO₂ laser does not disturb the repair process but promotes its steady progress and subsequent tissue remodeling (346). Thus, CO₂ laser-induced coagulation may positively influence wound healing. As studies investigating the photobiomodulation effect of lasers during soft-tissue surgery are still limited, further research is required to clarify the advantageous effects of lasers on wound healing.

**Summary**

Ablation, disinfection and hemostasis are easier to achieve during soft-tissue surgery when a laser is used compared with conventional instrumentation. However, wound healing following laser surgery varies depending on the wavelength of the laser as well as on the irradiation conditions. In consideration of wound healing, differences in the effects of deeply and shallowly penetrating lasers should be precisely understood. Among the dental lasers available, erbium lasers result in the most rapid, favorable and uneventful wound healing because of their precise absorption, erbium lasers result in the most rapid, favorable and uneventful wound healing because of their precise absorption.

**Nonsurgical pocket therapy**

Within periodontal pockets, pathogenic bacterial plaque, calculus, as well as bacterial endotoxins contaminate the exposed root surfaces and infiltrate cementum (4). It is essential to remove these harmful substances completely to restore biocompatibility and to allow new attachment or reattachment of the periodontium. The significant density of the periodontal biofilm can also impede the infiltration of antibiotics. Thus, the biofilm must be disrupted mechanically in order to decontaminate the diseased root surfaces (63). However, owing to anatomical complexity, complete disinfection and debridement of periodontal pockets may not always be achieved with conventional mechanical therapy.

Following recent developments in laser technology, several types of surgical laser have been identified as promising new technical modalities for decontamination of periodontal pockets and root surfaces in non-surgical treatment owing to their effective ablation and strong bactericidal and detoxification effects (13, 22, 52, 343). Currently, lasers are employed as an adjunct or alternative to conventional mechanical instruments, such as hand instruments or power scalers, in the clinic.

**Nd:YAG laser**

**Characteristics and basic studies**

Conventionally, the Nd:YAG laser, with its thin flexible fiber delivery, has been mainly employed for pocket treatment. This procedure is sometimes an adjunctive one that is performed after conventional debridement with curettes or ultrasonic scaling. Debridement of the soft-tissue wall (gingival curetage) can be performed by a dental laser more effectively than with conventional instruments. The Nd:YAG laser can decontaminate periodontal pockets (52) and vaporize the pocket-lining epithelium without causing necrosis or carbonization of the underlying connective tissue (103, 351).

Several manufacturers have gained US Food and Drug Administration 510(k) clearance for a nonsurgical procedure (actually more a definitive surgical procedure) described as “cementum-mediated periodontal ligament new attachment to the root surface in the absence of long junctional epithelium”. However, only one company and one technique has human histologic evidence (200, 351). That company has trademarked the technique as a Laser-Assisted New Attachment Procedure (LANAP®), which involves specific steps (Fig. 8) (106, 111). The Nd:YAG laser exhibits good absorption by pigment; therefore, another important aspect could be its bactericidal effect on some pigmented bacteria, such as *P. gingivalis* (146). Giannelli et al. (97) reported that periodontopathogens can persist within cells outside the pocket epithelium, despite conventional mechanical periodontal treatment, and that the Nd:YAG and diode lasers are capable of eradicating periodontopathogenic bacteria trapped within gingival epithelial cells.

Regarding the root surface, the Nd:YAG laser cannot remove calculus sufficiently (326) and may cause thermal damage, such as carbonization, melting and resolidification of root cementum and dentin, if used incorrectly (188), in particular, when a high-energy output is applied to the root surface. However, clinically, it appears that the Nd:YAG wavelength is usually safe and effective for pocket irradiation when used with appropriate parameters (119). However, as a result of the wavelength penetrability, care must be taken to avoid excessive heat accumulation and
thermal damage to the underlying periodontal tissues during Nd:YAG laser irradiation, which would affect postoperative wound healing. This requires proper understanding and training.

**Clinical studies**

According to evidence from basic studies, the wavelength characteristics of the Nd:YAG laser would favor its usage as an adjunctive tool. This has been verified by various practitioners, who have obtained satisfactory results when combining laser with mechanical instruments. However, clinical studies were limited until recently (165, 184, 196, 203), despite widespread usage of the wavelength. In particular, studies indicating positive clinical effects of this laser beyond conventional treatment are few in number.

The American Academy of Periodontology-commissioned review in 2006 by Cobb (50) reported that at that time there was insufficient evidence to suggest that any specific wavelength of laser is superior to the traditional modalities of therapy. Current evidence suggests that use of Nd:YAG or Er:YAG lasers for treatment of chronic periodontitis may be equivalent to scaling and root planing in terms of reduction in probing depth and subgingival bacterial populations. Also, a recent systematic review conducted in 2009 by Slot et al. (299) analyzed the effect of pulsed Nd:YAG laser as monotherapy or adjunctive to scaling and root planing in nonsurgical periodontal therapy, and suggested that there is no evidence to support the superiority of the Nd:YAG laser mono/combination therapy over traditional nonsurgical modalities of periodontal therapy.

However, quite recently, Qadri et al. (227, 229) clearly demonstrated that scaling and root planing in combination with a single application of a water-cooled Nd:YAG laser at 4 W (80 ml/pulse, 50 Hz, a pulse duration of 350 μs), using a fiber diameter of 600 μm, significantly improved clinical signs associated with periodontal inflammation, such as probing pocket depth and gingival crevice fluid volume at 3 and 20 months, compared with treatment with scaling and root planing alone. Also, interleukin-1beta and matrix metalloproteinase-8 levels in gingival crevice fluid were significantly reduced after 1 week, and radiographic examination revealed significantly less marginal bone loss 20 months after treatment with laser plus scaling and root planing compared with treatment with scaling and root planing alone. Thus, a single application of water-cooled Nd:YAG laser in combination with scaling and root planing had a positive long-term effect on periodontal health compared with treatment with scaling and root planing alone. Gomez et al. (104) compared scaling and root
Diode laser

As a result of their potential to perform curettage as well as to reduce periodontal pathogenic bacteria, diode lasers have been used in a protocol similar to the adjunctive protocol of Nd:YAG. Borrajo et al. (42) examined the effect of scaling and root planing combined with diode laser (indium-gallium-arsenide-phosphide [InGaAsP] 980 nm) in comparison with scaling and root planing alone. At 6 weeks, scaling and root planing plus laser showed significantly greater improvements in papilla bleeding index and bleeding on probing than did scaling and root planing alone, but clinical attachment level change was similar for both treatments. Kreisler et al. (148) compared scaling and root planing plus diode laser (gallium-aluminum-arsenide [GaAlAs] 809 nm) with scaling and root planing plus saline irrigation, and reported that at 12 weeks, scaling and root planing plus laser revealed a significantly higher reduction in tooth mobility, pocket depth and clinical attachment level than did scaling and root planing plus saline irrigation. They speculated that the higher reduction in tooth mobility and probing depth is probably not predominantly related to bacterial reduction in periodontal pockets but rather to the de-epithelialization of the periodontal pockets, leading to enhanced connective tissue attachment. They concluded that diode laser application is a safe clinical procedure that can be recommended as an adjunct to conventional scaling and root planing. Kamma et al. (124) compared the effect of scaling and root planing combined with diode laser (980 nm) treatment, scaling and root planing alone and diode laser treatment alone in patients with aggressive periodontitis. The scaling and root planing plus laser group showed a statistically significantly lower total bacterial load and lower levels of P. gingivalis and Treponema denticola 6 months post-treatment compared with scaling and root planing or laser treatment alone. Significant differences were also observed for probing pocket depth and clinical attachment gain between the scaling and root planing plus laser group and both the scaling and root planing-alone and laser-alone groups. They suggested that diode laser-assisted treatment with scaling and root planing was superior to scaling and root planing or laser alone in terms of certain microbial and clinical parameters in patients with aggressive periodontitis over the 6-month monitoring period. Dukic et al. (72) reported that compared with scaling and root planing alone, multiple adjunctive applications of a diode laser (980 nm) with scaling and root planing showed probing pocket depth improvements only in moderate periodontal pockets (4-6 mm) at 18 weeks. Saglam et al. (253) reported that the use of a diode laser (940 nm) as an adjunct to scaling and root planing produced significant improvements in whole-mouth clinical parameters, including probing pocket depth and clinical attachment gain, after 6 months compared with conventional treatment and also that scaling and root planing plus laser treatment was more effective than scaling and root planing alone in reducing the gingival crevice fluid matrix metalloproteinase-8 levels at
the first month, suggesting epithelial involvement in healing in response to laser treatment. On the other hand, De Micheli et al. (65) compared scaling and root planing plus diode laser (808 nm) treatment with scaling and root planing alone and reported that the clinical probing depth and the clinical attachment level showed significantly more improvement in the scaling and root planing group after 6 weeks when compared with the scaling and root planing plus laser group. They concluded that the high-power diode laser adjunct to the nonsurgical periodontal treatment did not promote effects additional to those produced by the conventional periodontal treatment. Euzebio Alves et al. (80) also reported that after 6 months of evaluation, the diode laser (808 nm) did not demonstrate any additional benefits over conventional periodontal treatment.

With respect to the combination with antimicrobial photodynamic therapy, Giannelli et al. (99) reported that diode laser treatment with photoblation, followed by multiple photodynamic cycles (once weekly, 4–10 applications), adjunctive to conventional scaling and root planing, significantly improved healing compared with scaling and root planing alone, after 1 year, in patients with chronic periodontitis. According to a recent systematic review of the meta-analysis of nine eligible publications, undertaken in 2014 by Slot et al. (298), the collective evidence regarding adjunctive use of a diode laser with scaling and root planing indicates that the combined treatment provides an effect comparable with that of scaling and root planing alone. With respect to bleeding scores, the results showed a small, but significant, effect favoring the diode laser; however, the clinical relevance of this difference remains unknown. The systematic review questions the adjunctive use of diode laser with traditional mechanical modalities of periodontal therapy in patients with periodontitis and the strength of the recommendation for the adjunctive use of the diode laser is considered to be ‘moderate’ for changes in probing pocket depth and clinical attachment level. Thus, the effect of adjunctive use of diode lasers remains controversial.

**CO₂ laser**

The CO₂ laser is not appropriate for root debridement, as both calculus and the root surface are instantly carbonized by this laser when used with high-energy output in a continuous-wave mode (328). However, when used with relatively low energy output in a pulsed and/or defocused mode, the CO₂ laser may potentially exhibit root conditioning, detoxification and bactericidal effects on contaminated root surfaces (35, 53, 59). As this laser does not have a suitable system for delivery into periodontal pockets, its nonsurgical usage is limited and clinical application into periodontal pockets has not been reported so far. Only one report, by Miyazaki et al. (184), indicated that CO₂ laser irradiation on the external surface of the marginal gingiva for pocket treatment resulted in decreased inflammation and probing depth after treatment.

**Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG lasers**

Unlike other hard lasers, erbium lasers are capable of ablating subgingival calculus effectively without causing significant thermal damage on the root surface by reacting with the water contained within the structural micropores as well as in intrinsic components of the calculus (16, 19, 22, 322). Numerous in vitro and in vivo studies reporting the effect of an Er:YAG laser for calculus removal and root-surface debridement have been summarized in detail in previous reviews (22, 116, 265). At present, it is generally accepted that the Er:YAG laser can be used for nonsurgical periodontal treatment without producing any major side effects and complications, if the proper irradiation conditions are observed (22, 50, 51, 116, 264, 265). Currently, the Er:YAG laser is used both as an alternative and an adjunct to mechanical therapy for pocket treatment in clinical practice (22, 116, 265). However, the superiority of erbium lasers has not yet been clearly demonstrated. In addition, there are still some concerns regarding the clinical application of these lasers. As visualization is very limited, calculus detection and judgement of completion of removal during subgingival scaling is still dependent on the tactile sensation with the contact tip and periodontal probe and the accuracy has not been established completely in Er:YAG laser monotherapy (74). Use of a novel detection system for subgingival calculus using the fluorescence induced by diode lasers has been proposed (279); however, the clinical efficacy of the system has not yet been clearly demonstrated. With respect to the biocompatibility of intact root cementum or dentin, which incurred slight thermal and morphological changes following irradiation with an Er:YAG laser, the effect of the resulting microstructure on cell attachment was not consistent, favorable (41) or not favorable (175) between studies, and the positive effect of additional root-surface treatment to improve the biocompatibility of the Er:YAG laser-irradiated cementum has been demonstrated in vitro (175). However, in vitro, Er:YAG laser irradiation of
diseased root surfaces seems to offer improved fibroblast adherence compared with mechanical scaling alone (37, 82, 266). As detailed histological evidence of periodontal tissue attachment to Er:YAG-lased root surfaces is limited (270), further in vivo studies are necessary to clarify questions and solve these problems.

**Clinical studies**

In 1996, Watanabe et al. (336) first reported the safety and utility of Er:YAG laser therapy for subgingival calculus removal in nonsurgical pocket therapy. Later, in 2001, Schwarz et al. (281) performed the first randomized controlled trial on Er:YAG laser application in periodontal pocket treatment and reported similar or better results in terms of reduction of bleeding on probing and pocket depth, and improvements in clinical attachment level, when comparing conventional scaling and root planing therapy with Er:YAG laser therapy. These results were maintained for 2 years (278). Schwarz et al. (277) also reported that additional scaling and root planing on the laser-treated root surface seemed to be unnecessary following laser therapy alone because no additional improvement of clinical outcomes were detected. Sculean et al. (285) reported equal clinical improvements following therapy with an Er:YAG laser and ultrasonic scaling. Crespi et al. (60) demonstrated significantly higher probing depth reduction and clinical attachment level gain with Er:YAG laser treatment compared with ultrasonic scaler treatment, 2 years after therapy. Tomasi et al. (324) evaluated the effect of an Er:YAG laser in supportive periodontal therapy and reported less patient discomfort during the procedure and faster probing depth reduction and clinical attachment level gain after 1 month of Er:YAG laser treatment compared with ultrasonic scaling, although 4 months later, there were identical treatment outcomes.

According to a systematic review in 2008 undertaken by Schwarz et al. (264), the Er:YAG laser seems to possess characteristics most suitable for nonsurgical treatment of chronic periodontitis; however, the research conducted so far has indicated that its safety and effects might be expected to be within the range reported for conventional mechanical debridement. In a recent review paper incorporating a meta-analysis published in 2012, Sgolastra et al. (289) investigated the efficacy of Er:YAG laser monotherapy in the treatment of chronic periodontitis. The paper reported that no statistically significant differences between Er:YAG laser and scaling and root planing treatments were found in any of the clinical parameters investigated in the five randomized controlled trials (166, 250, 278, 281, 285) entered into the study, indicating no evidence of superior effectiveness of Er:YAG laser therapy compared with scaling and root planing. They concluded that future long-term, well-designed randomized controlled trials are needed to assess the scientific evidence for Er:YAG laser efficacy as an alternative treatment strategy to scaling and root planing. Badran et al. (33) compared scaling and root planing with Er:YAG laser therapy and demonstrated a statistically significant superiority of the Er:YAG laser only for clinical attachment level scores after 2 months. They suggested that Er:YAG laser therapy may serve as an alternative to mechanical treatment in the management of chronic periodontitis and that Er:YAG laser irradiation may be performed on patients who are sensitive to the use of injectable anesthetics. Krohn-Dale et al. (157) compared pocket debridement using an Er:YAG laser with ultrasonic scaler/curettes at 3-month intervals in maintenance patients who were smokers with recurring chronic inflammation. After 12 months, no significant between-treatment differences were shown in clinical parameters or microbiological analysis. The results failed to support the superiority of Er:YAG laser therapy over conventional debridement in the treatment of smokers with recurring chronic inflammation.

With regard to combined therapy, Rotundo et al. (250) recently compared supragingival debridement, scaling and root planing plus Er:YAG laser, Er:YAG laser, and scaling and root planing, and reported that 6 months after therapy, the adjunctive use of an Er:YAG laser with conventional scaling and root planing was not more effective than scaling and root planing alone. Lopes et al. (166) also reported that Er:YAG laser monotherapy and laser therapy combined with scaling and root planing were effective in nonsurgical treatment, but they did not present clinical benefits compared with scaling and root planing alone. The microbiological evaluation at 12 months showed that compared with scaling and root planing alone, scaling and root planing plus laser treatment reduced the prevalence of sites with *Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans*, *P. gingivalis* and *Prevotella nigrescens*, and laser treatment alone reduced the prevalence of *A. actinomycetemcomitans* and *P. gingivalis*. They suggested that nonsurgical periodontal treatment with an Er:YAG laser may serve as an alternative treatment for reduction and control of the proliferation of microorganisms in persistent periodontitis. On the other hand, Kelbauskiene et al. (133) compared scaling and root planing alone with scaling and root planing plus laser treatment.
planing plus Er, Cr:YSGG laser therapy. They reported that, after 12 months, the mean probing depth reduction and clinical attachment level gain were significantly greater and bleeding on probing was significantly less after scaling and root planing plus laser therapy than after scaling and root planing alone. They suggested that the adjunct application of an Er, Cr:YSGG laser appeared to be more advantageous in nonsurgical periodontal therapy. Thus, the evidence obtained to date on the usage of an Er:YAG laser indicates that Er:YAG laser monotherapy and traditional scaling and root planing exhibit comparable results for wound healing. Regarding the adjunct usage, a consensus has not been reached yet because of the limited number of studies and wide variation in irradiation methods and/or experimental conditions.

**Wound healing and regeneration in nonsurgical therapy**

The effectiveness of high-level laser application for nonsurgical pocket therapy in comparison with conventional mechanical tools has been reported in several clinical studies (116, 265). However, positive histological results have been very limited to date in terms of wound healing/tissue regeneration and have only been demonstrated in humans for the Nd:YAG laser. Yukna et al. (351) reported a case series of six patients in which LANAP® using the Nd:YAG laser (3.6 W) was associated with cementum-mediated new connective tissue attachment and periodontal regeneration on all six previously diseased root surfaces after 3 months. Nevins et al. (200) also performed full-mouth LANAP® therapy using an Nd:YAG laser (4W) in eight patients presenting with 12 teeth predetermined to be surgically extracted. After 9 months of healing, 10 teeth were analyzed histologically to assess the periodontal wound healing. Five teeth demonstrated a degree of periodontal regeneration with new cementum, periodontal ligament and alveolar bone, one tooth had new attachment with new cementum and inserting collagen fibers and four teeth healed via a long junctional epithelium, providing further evidence that LANAP® therapy can induce periodontal regeneration. Clinical applications of LANAP® provide promising results (Fig. 9). Also, Schwarz et al. (270) observed that Er:YAG laser therapy used with water irrigation seemed to stimulate new cementum formation after pocket irradiation in dogs. The histological evidence is still limited, but adjunctive or alternative use of lasers in periodontal pocket therapy may have the potential to promote wound healing with more periodontal tissue regeneration than that stimulated by conventional mechanical treatment alone.

Nonsurgical high-level laser therapy may provide a more comprehensive method of treatment by achieving more extensive decontamination and detoxification of both root and soft-tissue walls of periodontal pockets including bone defects (22, 23). In addition, the simultaneously exerted low-level laser effect might modulate cell metabolism, stimulate and promote gingival- and bone-cell proliferation and differentiation, alleviate the inflammatory process and improve wound healing/regeneration of periodontal tissues (23).

Based on this hypothesis, Aoki (15) introduced an effective approach of the Er:YAG laser-assisted comprehensive periodontal pocket therapy (Er-LCPT) (Fig. 10). One of the patients treated with this method is presented in Fig. 11. The main concept of this comprehensive procedure has already been published (23). In this treatment, comprehensive debridement and photobiomodulation of the inside of the pocket (22, 23) are performed using mechanical instruments in combination with the Er:YAG laser. This therapy includes removal of lining epithelium (106, 111) and diseased connective tissue in the pocket inner wall and vertical bone defect (22, 23), and removal of epithelial and/or connective tissue on the external surface of the gingiva.

Laser treatment inside the pocket aims to improve healing by thorough decontamination and debridement, as well as to increase bleeding from the debrided bone surface into the pockets and bone defects, which would be advantageous for tissue regeneration. Epithelial tissue is removed from the external gingival surface to prevent downgrowth of the epithelial tissue caused by immediate collapse of the epithelial end at the pocket entrance into the hollow space of the debrided pocket as well as to delay epithelial tissue migration into the pocket during healing (46, 248). At the same time, external gingival ablation produces an ablated rough surface, which may enhance retention of the blood clot formed at the pocket entrance. Final defocused irradiation coagulates blood (91, 168) at the pocket entrance, which may stabilize blood clot formation, assure its sealing of the pocket entrance and also may activate the blood clot (25, 91) and surrounding gingival tissue. The applicability of the Er:YAG laser to treat bone tissue facilitates this comprehensive pocket treatment. This therapy is not a nonsurgical procedure but rather a surgical one in nature and could be considered as flapless surgery (50). This
Fig. 9. Clinical application of the Laser-Assisted New Attachment Procedure\textsuperscript{a} (LANAP\textsuperscript{b}) using a neodymium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Nd:YAG) laser. (A, B) A 59-year-old systemically healthy man with generalized moderate/severe chronic periodontitis. (A) Severe chronic periodontitis was observed at the maxillary left first molar showing a probing depth of 9 mm distally, bleeding on probing, and Grade I and II furcation involvement. The pretreatment dental radiograph demonstrates distally and in the furcation bone loss. (B) The 3-year post-treatment radiograph shows favorable bone repair on distal and furcation. The probing depths were successfully reduced to <3 mm with no bleeding on probing, only Grade I clinical furcation involvement and no mobility. (C, D) A 46-year-old woman with osteoporosis treated with oral bisphosphonate for 2 years. (C) Localized severe chronic periodontitis was detected at the mandibular left second molar showing 10-mm probing depths circumferentially around the tooth, bleeding on probing, facial and lingual Grade II furcation involvements and Class 3 (depressible) mobility. The pretreatment dental radiograph demonstrates deep angular bony defects and furcation bone loss. (D) The 1-year post-treatment radiograph shows favorable bone repair with a small residual defect distally. The probing depths were successfully reduced to 3–4 mm with no bleeding on probing, no clinical furcation involvement and no mobility. (E, F) A 52-year-old man with slight hypertension and cholesterolemia diagnosed with generalized moderate/severe chronic periodontitis. (E) Severe chronic periodontitis was detected at the mandibular right second premolar and the first molar, showing a probing depth of 9 mm distal to the second premolar and of 10 mm distal to the first molar, bleeding on probing and Class 1 mobility in both teeth. The pretreatment dental radiograph demonstrates deep intrabony defects for both teeth. (F) An 18-month post-treatment radiograph shows favorable bone repair on both teeth with a small residual bone defect distal to the first molar. The probing depths were reduced to 4 mm distal to the second premolar and 5 mm distal to the first molar with no bleeding on probing and no mobility (Case details provided by Raymond A. Yukna).
procedure can be also applied for the treatment of peri-implant mucositis and initial peri-implantitis. Recently, a similar treatment procedure using the Er,Cr:YSGG laser was described by Kelbauskiene et al. (133) and also an excellent treatment outcome for the case series using minimal invasive surgery to treat the remaining periodontal pockets following scaling and root planing was reported by Dyer & Sung (73). They observed that in the 7–9 mm probing depth group, the mean probing depth and the mean clinical attachment level successfully improved from 7.5 ± 0.6 mm and 7.6 ± 0.6 mm at...
baseline to 3.7 ± 1.2 mm and 3.6 ± 1.2 mm at 2 years, respectively. They concluded that the Er,Cr:YSGG laser is an effective, minimally invasive surgical modality for the treatment of moderate to advanced periodontal diseases, resulting in significant clinical improvement that was maintained for at least 2 years post-treatment. Also, a procedure similar to the above report has been advocated as Deep Pocket Therapy™ by Biolase Inc. (39). Furthermore, considering the relatively strong penetration/scattering effect of the deeply penetrating lasers, the photobiomodulation effect of those lasers would be stronger than that of the shallow-penetrating laser types and thereby the deeply penetrating lasers may offer advantages for enhancement of wound healing/tissue regeneration in periodontal pocket therapy if the major thermal side effects are minimized. Therefore, if properly used, the combination of the debridement effect of erbium lasers (Er:YAG or Er,Cr:YSGG) and the photobiomodulation effect of deeply penetrating lasers (Nd:YAG or diode) might offer a new strategy for more effective promotion of wound healing in nonsurgical therapy.

**Summary**

As discussed above, there is still controversy regarding the use of lasers as either an adjunctive or a stand-alone nonsurgical periodontal therapy, and several questions remain unanswered about their effects (51). In 2011, the American Academy of Periodontology (1) published a statement on the efficacy of lasers in the nonsurgical treatment of inflammatory periodontal disease. It was stated that there is minimal evidence to support the use of a laser for the purpose of subgingival debridement, either as a monotherapy or adjunctive to scaling and root planing. Therefore, further well-designed clinical studies based on the most suitable wavelength for each treatment procedure are necessary to identify effective and reliable laser therapies with clear clinical benefits in periodontal pocket treatment. Based on the current evidence, lasers should not be used universally in all cases of periodontal pockets but specifically for moderate to advanced or difficult cases of periodontitis, as well as recurring, remaining or persistent periodontal pockets in supportive periodontal therapy (22). Also, with the recent emergence of antimicrobial photodynamic therapy, use of antimicrobial photodynamic therapy and combination therapy of laser and antimicrobial photodynamic therapy may be required for evaluation.

**Surgical pocket therapy**

Recently, the use of lasers has been gradually introduced as an adjunct or alternative tool in surgical therapy. Basically, lasers are expected to facilitate root-surface and bone-defect debridement using various small and delicate shaped contact tips, which can access narrow and/or deep intrabony and furcation defects more easily than conventional instruments. In addition to the practical advantages, biological effects are expected with laser therapy, which may accelerate wound healing/tissue regeneration following surgical procedures because of their specific characteristics such as bactericidal and detoxification effects as well as photobiomodulation effects. Hard-tissue lasers – Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG – are the most promising and widely employed for root-surface and bone-defect debridement during surgery (22, 116, 264). However, in vivo and clinical studies regarding wound healing/tissue regeneration are still limited.

**In vivo studies**

Williams et al. (340) histologically examined the healing response of alveolar bone in dogs with chronic periodontitis following removal of granulation and/or connective tissue from interproximal craters by manual curettage or ablation with a CO2 laser. CO2 laser-treated specimens exhibited areas of heat-induced tissue necrosis, accumulation of carbonized debris that was initially surrounded by macrophages and eventually phagocytized by multinucleated giant cells, spicules of nonvital bone that exhibited a surface layer of osteoid and little or no inflammatory cell infiltrate. The superficial zone of thermal necrosis was 50–180 μm in width in connective tissue and 40–120 μm in bone tissue underlying the 30- to 100-μm-wide zone of devitalized bone with thermal damage lacking osteocytes in lacunae. New-bone formation in the laser-treated specimens was limited to bone surface areas that did not exhibit a charred surface. On days 21 and 28, the heat-damaged and necrotic bone layers persisted and showed no signs of osteoclastic or osteoblastic activity, or reattachment of new connective tissue. Thus, the use of CO2 lasers for bone-defect debridement seems unsuitable because of the lack of connective tissue attachment as well as new-bone formation to a persistently charred bone surface.

Crespi et al. (61) applied the CO2 laser in a defocused pulsed mode for the treatment of experimentally induced Class III furcation defects in dogs
following flap surgery. Based on the potential conditioning, detoxification and bactericidal effects of low-level CO₂ laser therapy, the laser was applied at a low energy output in a defocused mode to the contaminated root surfaces and periodontal soft tissues followed by ultrasonic instrumentation to clean the charred surfaces. The results indicated that laser treatment promoted the formation of greater amounts of new periodontal ligament, cementum and bone tissue, compared with both guided tissue
regeneration procedures and scaling and root planing. Rossmann et al. (247–249) proposed a novel surgical technique using the CO2 laser. The technique aims to retard the apical migration of the epithelium of gingival tissue and thereby to increase the amount of connective tissue attachment after flap surgery by de-epithelializing gingival flaps with the CO2 laser. First, they (247) used the CO2 laser for gingival de-epithelialization in a monkey and confirmed complete epithelial destruction with little or no disturbance of the underlying connective tissue layer and viable connective tissue below the impact site. Then, they (249) tried this technique during flap surgery in monkeys and the histological evaluation of the lased sites showed a delay in epithelial migration down the root surface compared with the control sites. They concluded that the CO2 laser may be a useful tool to retard epithelium and thereby enhance new connective tissue attachment.

Mizutani et al. (185) investigated the effect of the Er:YAG laser for granulation tissue removal and root-surface debridement in flap surgery in dogs. In this study, bilateral premolars with experimentally induced periodontitis in the furcation were treated using an Er:YAG laser or Gracey curettes. With the Er:YAG laser, degranulation and root-surface debridement could be effectively performed in the furcation without visible thermal damage to the root or bone surfaces. In the histological examination 3 months postsurgery, no anomalous structures, such as bone or pulp necrosis, or carbonization (as would be caused by laser irradiation) were observed in any specimen. At both laser and curette sites, periodontal soft-tissue attachment with some degree of bone regeneration was noted in the furcation area. Interestingly, new-bone formation was significantly more pronounced in the laser-treated group than in the curette group (Fig. 12), although equal amounts of connective tissue attachment and cementum formation were observed for both laser and curette sites.

Regarding the lased bone tissue, immediately after laser surgery, a thin affected layer of approximately 5–10 μm in thickness was detected on the irradiated bone surface and was uniformly found on the whole root surface. At 3 months postsurgery, the layer in the bone tissue was scarcely detectable at the bottom of the original bone defect. In only one specimen was the remaining affected layer observed at the interface between the original and the newly formed bone. However, it seemed that this layer is eventually absorbed during the bone-remodeling process (Fig. 13). It is speculated that most of the affected bone tissue was resorbed by bone remodeling during the wound-healing process. Regarding the lased root surface, at 3 months postsurgery, the affected layer still remained on the root dentin surface in the area of epithelial attachment. By contrast, in the area of connective tissue attachment, most of the layer was resorbed and newly formed bone was superficially coagulated and slightly carbonized (C). The coagulated blood was stable after mouth rinsing and the pocket entrance was effectively sealed (D). After 1 and 2 weeks (E and F, respectively), wound healing was favorable and epithelialization was complete. Then, wound healing progressed uneventfully without any clinical complications. At 5 months, the gingival recession progressed slightly and a pocket depth of 6 mm (attachment level: 8 mm) with bleeding on probing was observed (G); however, at around 9 months, the pocket was reduced to 3 mm (attachment level: 6 mm) without bleeding on probing and regenerative surgical therapy was postponed. Supportive therapy was initiated. After 1.5 (H) and 5 (I) years, the condition was maintained and finally the pocket was reduced to 2 mm (attachment level: 6 mm) without bleeding on probing. Pocket reduction of 11 mm and clinical attachment gain of 9 mm were obtained (resin splinting was performed after 2 years). Dental radiographs show that the original bone resorption at the first visit was severe and horizontal (J). After 8 months (K) and 5 years (February 2013) (L), bone regeneration gradually progressed and the bone defect was successfully repaired to some extent but the vertical increase was limited; however, no adverse side effects are observed in the irradiated bone tissue (case details provided by Akira Aoki).

Fig. 11. Clinical application of erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Er:YAG) laser-assisted comprehensive periodontal pocket therapy (Er-LCPT) in a 58-year-old man. Before treatment (A), a 13-mm-deep periodontal pocket (attachment level: 15 mm) with bleeding on probing was detected at the distal site of the mandibular right canine (March 2008). First of all, endodontic treatment was performed because of the presence of a peri-endo lesion. Initial periodontal therapy using an Er:YAG laser was performed before the planned regenerative surgery. The root surface was debrided by curette, ultrasonic scaler and Er:YAG laser, and the inner surface of the gingival wall and the bone defect were debrided by curette, micro-bone curette and Er:YAG laser. Granulation tissue removal, root-surface and bone-defect debridement, and epithelial tissue removal were effectively and safely performed using an Er:YAG laser at 30–40 ml/pulse (panel setting 60–80 ml/pulse) and 30 Hz in contact mode under water spray with 80° curved contact tips of diameter 400 and 600 μm (energy density 14.2–23.9 J/cm2/pulse). The buccal view immediately after pocket treatment, as well as removal of external epithelial tissue, shows bleeding without major thermal changes (B). Then, the pocket entrance, as well as the surrounding gingival tissue, were repeatedly irradiated in noncontact, defocused mode without water spray and the blood was superficially coagulated and slightly carbonized (C). The coagulated blood was stable after mouth rinsing and the pocket entrance was effectively sealed (D). After 1 and 2 weeks (E and F, respectively), wound healing was favorable and epithelialization was complete. Then, wound healing progressed uneventfully without any clinical complications. At 5 months, the gingival recession progressed slightly and a pocket depth of 6 mm (attachment level: 8 mm) with bleeding on probing was observed (G); however, at around 9 months, the pocket was reduced to 3 mm (attachment level: 6 mm) without bleeding on probing and regenerative surgical therapy was postponed. Supportive therapy was initiated. After 1.5 (H) and 5 (I) years, the condition was maintained and finally the pocket was reduced to 2 mm (attachment level: 6 mm) without bleeding on probing. Pocket reduction of 11 mm and clinical attachment gain of 9 mm were obtained (resin splinting was performed after 2 years). Dental radiographs show that the original bone resorption at the first visit was severe and horizontal (J). After 8 months (K) and 5 years (February 2013) (L), bone regeneration gradually progressed and the bone defect was successfully repaired to some extent but the vertical increase was limited; however, no adverse side effects are observed in the irradiated bone tissue (case details provided by Akira Aoki).
cementum with numerous resorption lacunae was observed (Fig. 14). In the site where the affected layer partially remained, the new cementum had directly formed on the remaining affected layer. The ratio of the length of the remaining affected layer vs. the length of connective tissue attachment was 16.9% (an average value calculated from six dogs). In such sites, detachment of new cementum from the remaining affected layer was observed in the decalcified histological specimens (Fig. 14). The cementum detachment was partially observed in both laser- and curette-treated sites, although the length of detachment was generally shorter in the curette-treated site. Thus, this study demonstrated effective and safe granulation tissue removal and root debridement using an Er:YAG laser as well as the potential to promote new-bone formation in flap surgery.

There are several explanations for the increased bone formation (316): thorough granulation tissue removal (185, 316) with high decontamination (6, 13, 155) and detoxification efficiency (343); more pronounced bleeding originating from the bone defect following debridement (185, 316); and the microstructural topography of bone and root surfaces following laser irradiation (19), which enhances blood clot retention (45, 223, 258). In addition, the suggested biostimulatory effect of the low-level Er:YAG laser (8, 224) may have promoted new-bone formation, as reported for other lasers (136, 181, 194, 202).

Clinical studies

Regarding the de-epithelialization technique using a CO₂ laser during and after flap surgery, Israel et al. (121) reported (in a pilot histological human study) that in all control teeth of two patients, the junctional epithelium extended the entire length of the root to the base of the reference notch; however, in the laser-treated teeth of one patient, the notch was filled with connective tissue and limited repair cementum, which was not seen in any control tooth. Centy et al. (46) demonstrated that a CO₂ laser effectively eliminated sulcular and gingival...

Fig. 12. Application of an erbium-doped yttrium-aluminiun-garnet (Er:YAG) laser in periodontal flap surgery in dog. Photomicrographs of mesio-distal sections of the furcation, immediately (A, B) and 12 weeks (C, D) after surgery. The debridement was performed above the notch (arrowheads) using an Er:YAG laser (A) or a hand curette (B). After 12 weeks, in both laser (C) and curette (D) sites, periodontal tissue attachment with bone formation was observed. The newly formed bone (NB) extended along the dental root surface (DR) in the defect. Note the greater amount of new-bone formation in the laser-treated site than in the curette-treated site. (Azan stain, original magnification ×27). [Photomicrographs c and d from Mizutani et al. Periodontal tissue healing following flap surgery using an Er:YAG laser in dogs. Lasers Surg Med 38:314–324, 2006; with permission. Lasers in Surgery and Medicine © copyright (2006) John Wiley & Sons, Inc (185)].
Fig. 13. Photomicrographs of a histological section showing the healing process of an erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Er:YAG)-lased bone tissue. Immediately after laser surgery, a thin affected layer (arrow heads) was locally detected on the bone surface (A,B). After 3 months, the layer was scarcely detectable in the bone tissue. In only one specimen (C) was the remaining affected layer detected between original and newly formed bone. However, it seems that this layer is eventually absorbed during the bone-remodeling process (D). D, dental root; NB, new bone; OB, old bone. arrows: original bottom level of bone defect. (Hematoxylin-eosin stain; A and C: original magnification ×100; B and D: original magnification ×200). [Photomicrograph c from Mizutani et al. Periodontal tissue healing following flap surgery using an Er:YAG laser in dogs. Lasers Surg Med 38:314–324, 2006; with permission. Lasers in Surgery and Medicine © copyright (2006) John Wiley & Sons, Inc (185)].

Fig. 14. Photomicrographs of histological sections showing attachment of the newly formed cementum to the erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Er:YAG)-lased root surface. In the area of the epithelial attachment, the affected layer (arrows) mostly remained. On the lased root surface, most of the layer had disappeared and newly formed cementum with numerous resorption lacunae (arrowheads) were observed (A). Occasionally, a thin affected layer partially remained and the new cementum had directly formed on the remaining changed layer. In such sites, detachment of new cementum from the remaining affected layer (arrows) was detected in the decalcified sections (B). EP, epithelium; NC, new cementum. (Hematoxylin-eosin stain; bar = 50 μm, original magnification ×200.) [Photomicrographs from Mizutani et al. Periodontal tissue healing following flap surgery using an Er:YAG laser in dogs. Lasers Surg Med 38:314–324, 2006; with permission. Lasers in Surgery and Medicine © copyright (2006) John Wiley & Sons, Inc (185)].
external epithelium without disturbing underlying connective tissue at the time of flap surgery. Rossmann & Israel (248) reported, in case studies, that the greatest gain in attachment level occurred in intrabony defects treated with an osseous graft in conjunction with the de-epithelialization technique. The de-epithelialization technique using a CO2 laser seems promising; however, the real benefit of this technique has not yet been demonstrated by randomized controlled trials.

In the application of laser to periodontal flap surgery, Choi et al. (48) examined the effect of the additional use of CO2 laser irradiation on the root surface during flap surgery and reported that the clinical attachment level and crevicular interleukin-1beta level were significantly lower in the 0.8 W laser-applied group than in the nonirradiated control group, although the differences in clinical parameters between the groups were not significant. Dilsiz et al. (70) reported that in a clinical study using enamel matrix proteins, Nd:YAG laser root conditioning did not improve the outcome of application of enamel matrix proteins compared with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid root conditioning.

Gokhale et al. (102) used a diode laser to remove the pocket lining on the undersurface of the flap as an adjunct to open flap debridement compared with conventional flap surgery in a split-mouth study design. Although the difference between the clinical parameters in the test and control groups did not reach statistical significance, there was a statistically significant reduction in the number of colony-forming units of obligate anaerobes in the test group compared with the control group. Sanz-Moliner et al. (256) investigated the effect of the additional use of a diode laser (810 nm) for de-epithelializing the inner part of the periodontal flap and photobiostimulating the surgical area during flap surgery. They reported that the use of a diode laser provided additional benefits to flap surgery in terms of less edema and postoperative pain.

Regarding the Er:YAG laser, Sculean et al. (286) reported that application of the Er:YAG laser in the treatment of periodontal intrabony defects with access flap surgery is effective and safe, with significant clinical improvements apparent at 6 months following surgery; however, laser treatment was as effective as mechanical debridement alone. Gaspirc & Skaleric (95) reported the long-term clinical outcome of Er:YAG laser-assisted periodontal flap surgery. The results indicated that the laser surgery resulted in greater probing depth reduction and clinical attachment gains for up to 3 years compared with conventional flap surgery. Schwarz et al. (280) confirmed that regeneration therapy using an enamel matrix protein derivative was equally effective on a root surface irradiated with the Er:YAG laser when compared with the conventional procedure using enamel matrix protein derivative with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid root conditioning. Yung (352) reported, in a case series, that periodontal surgery can be performed safely by Er:YAG laser therapy with no collateral damage and that weaker coagulation produced by Er:YAG laser than that by other lasers may be preferable for better wound healing. Accordingly, although evidence is still limited in the application of an Er:YAG laser for surgical debridement, the Er:YAG laser not only facilitates the debridement procedure in flap surgery but also might be advantageous for tissue repair and regeneration (Fig. 15).

**Summary**

Currently, based on review of the literature, erbium lasers are the most promising laser device for periodontal flap surgery as an alternative or adjunctive therapy to conventional mechanical modalities. During periodontal surgery, erbium laser application for granulation tissue removal as well as root-surface debridement seems to be safe and effective, yielding results equal, or even superior, to those of conventional mechanical methods. The technical equality or superiority of lasers in surgical pocket therapy, and the possibility to enhance the outcomes of conventional flap surgery as well as regenerative surgery with lasers, requires further study.

**Osseous surgery**

Conventionally, mechanical rotary instruments and hand instruments are employed for osseous surgery. Hand instrumentation minimizes tissue damage (113); however, access is limited and efficiency is low. Rotary instruments have better accessibility and cutting efficiency, but there is a risk of excessive heating of bone tissue and caution must be exercised to avoid the bur becoming entangled with surrounding soft tissues and the reflected flap. In addition to conventional tools, ultrasonic instruments have recently been effectively used for incision and resection in osseous surgery (159, 261). For many years, lasers have been studied as a potentially viable tool for osseous management because of advantages such as better access, precise and easy ablation, improved healing induced by photobiostimulation as well as
the lack of noise and vibration that is usually associated with mechanical cutting and grinding during bone ablation. However, the collateral thermal side effects produced by lasers have been a major concern.

**Wound healing following bone surgery with CO₂ and Nd:YAG lasers**

Previous histological studies have shown that irradiation with continuous-wave CO₂ and pulsed Nd:YAG lasers produce severe heat-related collateral tissue damage, such as coagulation necrosis, loss of collagen fiber, carbonization (charring) and/or microfractures (86, 147, 178, 223, 257, 258). The laser-altered bone tissue seems to be a result of the extremely high temperature rise during bone tissue ablation. CO₂ and Nd:YAG laser-induced osteotomy defects, when compared with those obtained by rotary bur, exhibit a delayed healing response, which is probably related to the presence of residual charred tissues in the osseous defect (86, 178, 301). The carbonized tissue remaining on the lased bone has inherent toxic substances, such as cyanamide or cyanate (258). The presence of those toxins, as well as the lack of proteins in the carbonized tissue, could interfere with the healing process by affecting osteogenic cell attachment (86). Also, the carbonized layer may be resistant to resorption by phagocytosis and thereby acts as a physical barrier that interferes with the exposure of the biocompatible, intact bone surface. With the Nd:YAG laser, even the use of water/air coolant still produces laser-altered tissue and delays wound healing in bone (86, 178). The results reported to date on bone surgery have shown that the wound-healing process could be markedly delayed by continuous-wave CO₂ and pulsed Nd: YAG lasers. Therefore, at present, these lasers are not employed for bone surgery in periodontal and peri-implant therapy.

**Erbium laser bone ablation and properties of the laser-irradiated bone tissue**

The Er:YAG laser (2,940 nm) and the Er,Cr:YSGG laser (2,780 nm), when used with saline water cooling, can effectively ablate bone tissue with minimal thermal changes (125, 141, 257, 258, 335) (Fig. 16). Even without water cooling, Er:YAG laser irradiation produces no visible major thermal damage of bone tissue (348). Histologic and scanning/transmission electron microscopy analysis revealed an affected layer of about 5–30 µm in thickness, with a microstructured surface and irregular borders, permeated with microfractures on the bone surface following Er:YAG laser irradiation with or without water cooling (198, 204, 257, 334, 348). Regarding the presence of osteocytes, Lewandrowski et al. (163) reported that the extent of thermal damage at the osteotomy sites was similar to that of bur drilling and that the extent of thermally damaged nonvital bone (i.e. the distance from the osteotomy site to the presence of vital osteocytes) ranged from 25 to 100 µm in both laser and mechanically cut bone specimens. Sasaki et al. (257) demonstrated that the laser-affected layer consisted of two distinct sublayers: a superficial, greatly altered layer; and a deep, less-affected layer. They (258) also reported that the bone tissue surface ablated with the Er:YAG laser under water coolant was free of toxic substances and that the laser-modified layer had a decreased concentration of organic components. This layer has been also described as an amorphous, mineral-rich carbon layer (75). Therefore, the affected layer produced by Er:YAG laser irradiation without major thermal side effects is considered to be harmless with regard to bone healing. However, it is not clear whether such loss of organic components, in itself, could have any influence on bone healing.

**Wound healing following erbium laser bone ablation**

To date, a relatively large number of studies have examined the healing process after osteotomy using the Er:YAG laser. Nelson et al. (197) reported an initial study of bone ablation with the Er:YAG laser without water cooling, which indicated delayed healing after laser-assisted bone surgery compared with saw osteotomy. Buchelt et al. (43) reported that Er:YAG laser osteotomy showed less callus formation than saw osteotomy 4 weeks after surgery. Also, el Montaser et al. (75) reported that bone infilling of the lased defect was delayed because the amorphous, mineral-rich carbon layer was resistant to resorption.

On the other hand, most of the recent in vivo studies indicate that the healing outcomes following Er:YAG or Er,Cr:YSGG laser osteotomy with water cooling are comparable with (49, 134, 163, 304, 311, 335), or even better than (64, 219, 223), those obtained by conventional mechanical osteotomy. Lewandrowski et al. (163) demonstrated no difference between irradiation with an Er:YAG laser and drilling in the amount of newly formed bone at the osteotomy site in rat mandible, and that the extent of thermal dam-
age at the osteotomy sites was comparable in laser and mechanically cut bone fragments. Pourzandian et al. (223) and de Mello et al. (64) reported that the laser-treated site revealed faster new-bone formation than the bur-treated site in rat calvaria (Fig. 17). Stübinger et al. (311) demonstrated that Er:YAG laser
energy density: 14.2 J/cm²/pulse) and 30 Hz (80 mJ/pulse, Er:YAG laser alone at 40 mJ/pulse, debridement were effectively and safely achieved by an Er:YAG laser in periodontal surgery (open flap debridement) in a 63-year-old woman. Before surgery (A), a 9-mm-deep periodontal pocket with bleeding on probing remained at the distal site of the mandibular right canine after initial treatment (January 2006). Buccal (B) and lingual (C) aspects following flap elevation. Granulation tissue removal and root-surface debridement were effectively and safely achieved by an Er:YAG laser at 40 mJ/pulse (35.4 J/cm²/pulse, energy density: 14.2 J/cm²/pulse) and 30 Hz (80° curved tip) in contact mode under saline water spray (D). After complete degranulation, a three-wall, large and deep vertical bone defect with a depth of 7 mm was observed and no visible major thermal damage, such as carbonization on the laser-treated root and bone surfaces, was detected (E, F). The inner surface of flaps was also ablated with the Er:YAG laser at 40 mJ/pulse and 30 Hz to decontaminate the surface with diseased granulation tissue and stimulate the gingival flap tissue (G). After suturing (H). Wound healing was uneventful without any clinical complications at 1 week (I), 3 months (J) and 1 year (K) postsurgery. Although gingival recession was observed, finally the probing pocket depth decreased to 2 mm without bleeding on probing; 7 mm of pocket reduction and 5 mm of clinical attachment gain was obtained at 8 years following surgery (February 2014) (L). The vertical bone defect on the distal site observed at the first visit (M) was successfully repaired by bone regeneration at 1 (N) and 8 (O) years. No adverse side effects were observed in the irradiated bone tissue (case details provided by Akira Aoki).

Therefore, a consensus has not been reached regarding bone tissue healing after Er:YAG laser irradiation because of differences in the experimental design and irradiation conditions employed in the investigations. However, it appears that Er:YAG laser bone ablation does not affect the ensuing bone-healing process. The adhesion potential of laser-ablated surfaces is of special importance for regenerative and reconstructive treatments. Unlike the carbonized surfaces produced by irradiation with CO₂ and Nd: YAG lasers, the Er:YAG-lased, minimally affected microstructured surface without toxic substances undergoes favorable cell attachment and does not inhibit cell migration and proliferation on the lased surface, or granulation tissue formation in the bone defect (223) (Fig. 18). Also, the affected layer in the cancellous bone is resorbed during the bone-healing process and is replaced with newly formed bone (185) (Fig. 13). The micro-irregularities of the ablated surface are considered to be beneficial for bone healing, as they may promote entrapment of the initial components of blood, fibrin and red blood cells in the early healing process (223, 258) (Fig. 17). New bone was observed to be directly deposited on the lased surface, resulting in favorable repair of the defect (185, 219, 223, 348). Therefore, Er:YAG laser irradiation may be advantageous for faster and improved bone healing compared with conventional mechanical procedures (223). Some in vivo reports have indicated that the healing outcomes following Er:YAG laser osteotomy are better than those with mechani-
Fig. 17. Photomicrographs of a nondecalcified histological section following osteotomy with a bur, an erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Er:YAG) laser and a carbon dioxide (CO₂) laser. Immediately afterwards (10 min after surgery), the mechanical bur-treated specimen exhibits a smooth and regular border on the treated bone surface and loosely aggregated red blood cells (A). The 10-min Er:YAG laser-treated specimen shows an irregular border and an affected layer (AL) on the treated bone surface and granular precipitate (G) and aggregation of red blood cells (RBC) in the defect (B). The 10-min CO₂ laser specimen demonstrates severe thermal changes of bone tissue with an irregular border and a carbonized layer (CL) on the surface and red blood cells (RBC) in the center of the groove (C). At 2 weeks post-surgery, the mechanical bur specimen demonstrates new-bone formation (NB) accompanied with osteoblasts (D). The 2-week Er:YAG laser specimen shows more favorable new-bone formation (NB) surrounded by osteoblasts and the remaining affected layer on the original bone surface (E). The 2-week CO₂ laser specimen reveals no new-bone formation and connective tissue repair with fibroblasts (FB) in the bone defect and the remaining carbonized layer (CL) (F). B, bone tissue. (Toluidine blue stain, original magnification 3200) [Photomicrographs from Pourzarandian et al. Histological and transmission electron microscopy examination of early stages of bone healing after Er:YAG laser irradiation. Photomed Laser Surg 22: 355–363, 2004; with permission. Photomedicine and Laser Surgery © copyright (2004) Mary Ann Liebert (223)].

Fig. 18. Photomicrographs of a nondecalcified histological section, 6 h and 7 days following osteotomy with an erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Er:YAG) laser. (A) The 6-h specimen shows red blood cell (RBC) aggregates interspersed in an organized fibrin network (FN) that is trapped by the irregular, serrated microstructure of the ablated bone surface. The irradiated surface shows an affected layer of about 15–20 μm in thickness, which consists of two distinct sublayers: a superficial, greatly altered layer; and a deep, less-affected layer. PMN, polymorphonuclear leukocytes. (B) The 7-day specimen shows cell-rich granulation tissue with clusters of osteoblasts (OB) and spots of mineralization (M) attached directly to the lased bone surface. B, bone tissue; FB, fibroblasts. (Toluidine blue stain, original magnification ×1,000) [Photomicrographs from Pourzarandian et al. Histological and transmission electron microscopy examination of early stages of bone healing after Er:YAG laser irradiation. Photomed Laser Surg 22: 355–363, 2004; with permission. Photomedicine and Laser Surgery © copyright (2004) Mary Ann Liebert (223)].
tical tools (64, 219, 223). Interestingly, Kesler et al. (135) observed that Er:YAG laser irradiation appeared to stimulate the secretion of platelet-derived growth factor in osteotomy sites, and high levels of platelet-derived growth factor may partly contribute to the enhanced bone healing.

However, the affected layer formed in Er:YAG laser osteotomy may have some negative effects on healing. The new bone tissue appeared to detach from the affected layer in the decalci
tified histological sections, as a result of the fragile structure of the affected layer (348). Furthermore, the affected layer was retained for a long period in the cortical bone when this layer was embedded in the cortical bone tissue, which did not show active bone remodeling (348). These findings suggest that weak integration exists between the lased bone and new bone, which may compromise the longevity of the integration.

Clinical application of erbium lasers for osseous surgery

Er:YAG lasers have been successfully used for osseous surgery (3, 24, 161, 212, 309, 310, 312). Abu-Serriah et al. (3) used an Er:YAG laser to cut bone and tooth for removal of partially erupted lower third molars. They found that although laser surgery was more difficult and more time consuming, there was less postoperative pain and swelling, the cutting was less stressful and less unpleasant, and less prolonged pain was observed after laser treatment, compared with bur drilling. Aoki et al. (24) reported that an Er:YAG laser can be used safely and effectively for osseous recontouring in periodontal surgery (Fig. 19). Lee (161) reported that despite the increased surgical time, use of an Er,Cr:YSGG laser for harvesting ramus/buccal cortical plate grafts holds promise as

Fig. 19. Clinical application of the erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Er:YAG) laser in osseous surgery in a 68-year-old woman. Before surgery (A), a 4-mm-deep periodontal pocket with bleeding on probing remained at the mesial site of the maxillary right first premolar after initial treatment (the original probing depth was 8–9 mm) and open-flap debridement was performed to treat the remaining pocket (February 1998). After flap reflection, a sharp edge of the marginal bone of the one-wall bone defect was observed (B) and osteoplasty was performed with the Er:YAG laser. Bone ablation was effectively and safely achieved with the Er:YAG laser at 40–50 mJ/pulse (panel setting 80–100 mJ/pulse, energy density: 14.2–17.7 J/cm²/pulse) and 10 Hz (80° curved tip) in contact mode under saline water irrigation (C). No visible major thermal damage, such as carbonization, was observed on the laser-treated bone surface (D). Wound healing was uneventful without any clinical complications and the probing pocket depth decreased to 3 mm without bleeding on probing at 4 months (E). Twelve years postsurgery (October 2010) (F), the periodontal pocket is stable without inflammation, although gingival recession has occurred (case details provided by Akira Aoki).
an alternative method to the high-speed surgical handpiece in osseous surgery. According to Stübinger et al. (309, 310), successful Er:YAG laser osteotomy can be performed for intra-oral bone-grafting procedures without any complications and with an uneventful wound-healing process. In addition, erbium lasers have been applied for flapless crown-lengthening procedures (57, 179). Recent reports also suggest that Er:YAG laser ablation may be a new therapeutic approach for the treatment of bisphosphonate-related osteonecrosis of the jaws (14, 305, 330). Various clinical applications of erbium lasers have been reported, but their low efficiency in cutting cortical bone remains a problem. If the ablation process could be accelerated, the Er:YAG laser would be a promising alternative to conventional instruments for osteotomy, even with cortical bone.

**Summary**

At present, continuous-wave CO₂ and pulsed Nd:YAG lasers are not used for bone surgery as these lasers result in inefficient bone ablation and major thermal damage, as well as delayed wound healing. Erbium lasers can effectively ablate bone tissue with minimal thermal damage and, to date, the clinical procedures have been successful. Based on evidence currently available, erbium-modified bone tissue seems not to interfere significantly with the healing process and treatment outcome. Therefore, treating bone surface during bone-defect debridement in flap surgery using erbium lasers is also accepted. However, the question of whether the affected layer of bone tissue after erbium laser ablation is beneficial, detrimental or innocuous to healing/remodeling/regeneration processes remains unanswered. Clinical studies showing improved bone healing/regeneration have not yet been reported; however, irradiation with an erbium laser may potentially enhance the process of bone regeneration and the molecular basis of the mechanism should be demonstrated more scientifically. Further studies may provide more detailed information on the biological response of bone tissue following laser surgery, particularly its effect on new-bone formation and integration with new bone and implant surfaces.

**Implant therapy**

Currently, the use of laser technology with implants offers a fascinating range of applications, starting from soft- and hard-tissue management during implant placement, reducing pain and inflammation, and promoting osseointegration and tissue regeneration (low-level laser therapy), to the treatment of peri-implant diseases during maintenance (265, 320).

**Implant placement**

Gingival tissue management and osseous surgery with lasers during implant placement have been studied. One of the major applications is uncovering the submerged implant for placement of the healing abutment in the second stage of a two-stage procedure. Laser soft-tissue management, such as gingivectomy and gingivoplasty, in this procedure, provides several advantages, such as better hemostasis, a fine cutting surface with less patient discomfort during the postoperative period, and favorable and rapid healing following abutment placement (27, 347). Lasers are also considered for various applications in osseous surgery, such as osteoplasty, fixture hole preparation, alveolar split osteotomy and lateral window opening during sinus lifting procedures.

Regarding implant site preparation, laser application has been considered in order to facilitate implant placement and achieve faster osseointegration and less bone tissue damage in comparison with conventional bur drilling (76, 134, 274). El-Montaser et al. (76) confirmed osseointegration of implants in channels prepared using an Er:YAG laser, in rat calvaria. Kesler et al. (134) reported that preparation of implant sites in the tibia of rats using an Er:YAG laser resulted in a significantly greater length of bone-to-implant contact in comparison with bur drilling. Salina et al. (255) reported that in comparison with the traditional drilling procedures in the tibia of rabbits, the Er:YAG laser can be considered efficient in bone surgery, without inducing irreversible damage, and that although the presence of some carbonized amorphous tissue was observed in the early part of the healing process, the tissue was progressively resorbed and did not impede the bone-formation and osseointegration processes. Schwarz et al. (274) reported, in dogs, that although the Er:YAG laser produced a significantly wider peri-implant gap compared with drilling, it caused no identifiable thermal side effects on the alveolar bone and did not compromise bone healing and osseointegration of titanium implants (Fig. 20). More recently, Stübinger et al. (304) prepared implant sites in sheep using an Er:YAG laser, or piezoelectric or drill osteotomy, and reported that although the initial response was less favorable in the laser group, at 8 weeks the osseointegration of titanium implants was comparable regardless of the sur-
gical tool employed. Lee et al. (162) reported that the effects of bone bed preparation with an Er,Cr:YSGG laser on the relationship between implant stability quotient values and implant insertion variables were comparable with those of drilling in an in vitro study using pig rib bones. These studies demonstrated that the laser-prepared fixture holes exhibited safe wound healing and that, clinically, the laser-modified bone interface did not negatively affect the attachment between bone and the implant fixture. However, the results are still controversial, and a consensus could not be reached regarding the superiority of laser application in terms of the rate of osseointegration. Another drawback is that the preparation time for the Er:YAG laser is much longer than that required for conventional drilling (274). The risk of damage to the underlying nerves and blood vessels and perforation of the maxillary sinus during fixture hole preparation are also of concern. On the other hand, Luk & Seto (169) found, in their clinical case series, that Er:YAG laser conditioning of an osteotomy site prepared by conventional drilling could improve the early stability of implants. Also, application of low-level laser therapy has been expected to enhance the osseointegration of implants (see the section entitled ‘Low-level laser therapy’). These findings suggest that lasers may be a promising tool for use in both the first and second stages of implant surgery. However, soft-tissue procedures in the second stage of two-stage therapies are still the main application of lasers during implant placement.

Peri-implantitis therapy

In vitro studies

In recent years, the increasing occurrence of peri-implantitis has become of great concern in implant therapy (353). “Cumulative Interceptive Supportive Therapy” was recently proposed by Mombelli & Lang (186) for the treatment of peri-implant diseases. Similarly to the treatment of periodontitis, decontamination of the infected sites around implant fixtures as well as the diseased fixture surfaces is the basic procedure; however, no instruments completely suitable for decontaminating fixture surfaces are available. In particular, as a result of the development of implant fixtures with various microstructured surfaces, their debridement with mechanical tools alone is problematic. Thus, an optimal treatment protocol with suitable instruments has not yet been established (79).

Recently, several researchers have focused on the application of lasers, and lasers are expected to play
an important role in peri-implant therapy on the whole, because of their effective ablation and bactericidal and photobiomodulation effects. Tosun et al. (325) reported that the complete, or near complete, elimination of surface bacteria on titanium surfaces can be accomplished in vitro using a CO₂, diode or Er:YAG laser under appropriate circumstances. However, irradiation of titanium with an Nd:YAG laser at the standard energy settings is basically contraindicated because [in contrast to irradiation at a very low energy level (100)] at these settings this laser readily causes thermal reactions, such as melting, cracks and crater formation, on the titanium surface (153, 239) because of the moderate reflection rate (moderate absorption) on titanium (265) as well as the high pulse rate and high peak power in the standard irradiation protocols.

As a result of the high reflection rate of titanium to wavelengths of around 10 μm (265), irradiation with a CO₂ laser generally does not result in any morphological changes on the titanium surface and the CO₂-lased titanium surface does not affect osteoblast attachment (130, 235). However, generally there is a risk of temperature elevation on the titanium implant surface and carbonization of the adjacent bone tissue during CO₂ laser irradiation (151, 189, 207) and, depending on the irradiation parameters employed, melting and other surface alterations can arise, especially in the superpulse mode of CO₂ laser irradiation (68). When used at clinically applicable power densities of 2 and 4 W in a continuous mode for up to 4 s, the CO₂ laser did not cause a temperature change in excess of 7 °F (3.9 °C) (93).

The diode laser does not damage the titanium surface either and this laser is capable of decontaminating rough implant surfaces (153, 239). However, this laser has the risk of heat generation on peri-implant bone tissue when used with improper irradiation parameters and techniques (156).

The Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG lasers cause no visible changes to the titanium surface under appropriate irradiation conditions (176, 214, 275, 321), although irradiation at high energy levels produces distinct surface changes on titanium (176, 214, 306, 321) as a result of the moderate reflection rate on titanium (265). Matsuyama et al. (176) demonstrated that the use of water spray minimizes temperature elevations of titanium during Er:YAG laser irradiation, and Kreisler et al. (149) showed that there was no temperature elevation at the implant–bone interface during surface decontamination with the Er:YAG laser. The Er, Cr:YSGG laser can also be applied safely and effectively on the titanium surface (239, 273). Regarding the optimal irradiation conditions, Taniguchi et al. (321) reported that Er:YAG irradiation at pulse energies below 10.6 J/cm² per pulse and 30 Hz (pulse width 200 μs) with water spray in near-contact mode seems to cause no damage and appears to be effective for debriding microstructured surfaces. They also reported that irradiation with water spray reduced the carbon and oxygen contents of the microstructured surface. Moreover, recent in vitro data have indicated that the Er:YAG laser did not cause any visible surface alterations of zirconia ceramic; however, high penetration of the Er:YAG laser into this particular material was detected (308). The clinical impact of these findings needs to be elucidated further.

The Er:YAG laser is capable of effectively removing calculus and plaque from contaminated abutments (176) and microstructured surfaces (321) and removing biofilms grown on sandblasted and acid-etched titanium surfaces without producing injuries in vitro (282). The Er:YAG laser possesses a high bactericidal potential on implants with different surface characteristics, even when it is used at low energy densities (155). In particular, Schwarz et al. (282) reported that irradiation with an Er:YAG laser was most suitable for the removal of plaque biofilm on a sandblasted and acid-etched surface prepared in the oral cavity (mean residual plaque area: 5.8 ± 5.1%) compared with an ultrasonic system (28.3 ± 2.0%) or plastic curette plus chlorhexidine rinsing (61.1 ± 11.4%). However, all treatment methods failed to restore the biocompatibility of previously contaminated sandblasted and acid-etched titanium surfaces to the level of the noncontaminated control. Schwarz et al. (273) also reported that the Er,Cr:YSGG laser exhibited high efficiency in removing plaque biofilm from the contaminated sandblasted and acid-etched surface in an energy-dependent manner.

With regard to the biological compatibility of the Er:YAG-lased surface, Schwarz et al. (275) reported that irradiation with an Er:YAG laser did not affect osteoblast attachment on the titanium surfaces, whereas use of an ultrasonic scaler with a carbon fiber tip significantly decreased it. Kreisler et al. (154) reported that treatment of a P. gingivalis-contaminated microstructured titanium surface with an Er:YAG laser resulted in greater proliferation of fibroblasts on the surface compared with that in untreated specimens, which was similar to that in sterile specimens. Friedmann et al. (85) reported that Er:YAG laser treatment of sandblasted and acid-etched titanium implant surfaces contaminated with P. gingivalis produced new attachment of osteoblast cells,
which was different from the nonlaser-treated control surfaces, on which no further attachment of osteoblast cells was observed. However, recently, Shin et al. (293) reported peeling of an anodic oxidized surface after Er:YAG laser irradiation. The anodized surface seems to have a specific structure and poor mechanical properties or structural weakness. Taniguchi et al. (321) also reported that the anodized microstructure was always removed with the Er:YAG laser, resulting in exposure of a fresh rough titanium surface, which was beneath the original microstructure, without thermal damage. Galli et al. (92) reported that Er:YAG laser irradiation to machined, sandblasted and acid-etched and titanium plasma-sprayed surface surfaces produced no or minimal alterations at the scanning electron microscopy level, but the irradiated surfaces negatively affected the viability and activity of osteoblastic cells attached on the surfaces.

Thus, erbium lasers generally show effective and safe application to microstructured titanium surfaces, except for anodized surfaces. However, the titanium microstructure can be affected by thermal effects induced by erbium laser irradiation. There are various important parameters associated with the concentration or accumulation of heat during irradiation: pulse energy; pulse repetition rate; amount of water spray; tip movement speed; pulse width; and, in particular, the considerably different energy-distribution profiles and intensities of the irradiation spot for different laser-delivery systems (fiberoptic, hollow waveguide and direct delivery) (321). Consequently, further detailed studies are still required to clarify the effects of these parameters on microstructured surfaces, as well as the influence of the irradiated titanium surfaces on biocompatibility, and to establish safe and reliable irradiation conditions of erbium lasers.

**In vivo studies**

Deppe et al. (68) reported that histologic examination, 4 months after surgical treatment of peri-implantitis in dogs, showed evidence of new direct bone-to-implant contact after CO$_2$ laser-assisted therapy, especially when the implants had been treated concomitantly with submerged membranes. They concluded that peri-implant defects could be treated successfully by CO$_2$ laser decontamination without damage to the surrounding tissues. Stübinger et al. (307) demonstrated that CO$_2$ laser decontamination of diseased implant surfaces in the surgical treatment of experimentally induced peri-implantitis in dogs produced significantly more new-bone formation, especially 5–8 weeks postoperatively, than did air-powder abrasive decontamination, although the beneficial effects could only be demonstrated for a limited period of time. In contrast, Persson et al. (218) reported that the use of CO$_2$ laser and hydrogen peroxide during surgical therapy had no apparent effect on bone formation and re-osseointegration.

Erbium lasers, in contrast to other hard lasers, are beneficial not only for fixture debridement but also for degranulation in the peri-implant bone defect, similarly to periodontal surgery (116, 232, 265, 284). In animal studies on surgical therapy of peri-implantitis, Schwarz et al. (271) reported that irradiation with an Er:YAG laser during flap surgery resulted in improvements in all parameters investigated, and that the Er:YAG laser seemed to promote re-osseointegration on contaminated implant surfaces to a greater degree than did plastic curettes plus metronidazole gel and ultrasonic devices in a circumferential crater-like bone defect. Histomorphometric analysis revealed comparably low amounts of new bone-to-implant contact (1.0–1.2%) at sites receiving nonsurgical treatment, and these values were significantly higher in the groups undergoing open flap surgery. In particular, mean bone-to-implant contact values ranged from 44.8% (Er:YAG laser) to 14.8% (mechanical debridement + local application of metronidazole) and 8.7% (ultrasonic device). Despite the lack of statistical significance, these data indicate that surgical treatment of peri-implantitis using an Er:YAG laser may be more suitable for promoting re-osseointegration at contaminated implant surfaces (Fig. 21). Takasaki et al. (316) also demonstrated that an Er:YAG laser tended to produce greater bone-to-implant contact than did curette treatment in flap surgery for experimentally induced peri-implant infection in dehiscence-type defects in dogs. In the histological analysis, at 6 months postsurgery, the newly formed bone was more coronally positioned on the laser-treated implant surface in comparison with mechanical treatment. The Er:YAG-lased implant surface seemed biocompatible and did not inhibit the formation of new bone and osseointegration (Fig. 22).

**Clinical studies**

The CO$_2$ laser is commonly applied for decontamination of implant surfaces (69, 236, 241). Deppe et al. (69) reported that the treatment outcome of peri-implantitis could be accelerated by using a CO$_2$ laser concomitant with soft-tissue resection during surgery. Romanos et al. (241) reported that decontamination of implant surfaces with a CO$_2$ laser, in combination with augmentative techniques, can be
an effective treatment method for peri-implantitis. Romanos et al. (236) also reported that a surgical protocol for implant surface decontamination using a CO₂ laser, grafting of the defect and coverage with a membrane appears to be promising and may improve the long-term clinical outcome of failing dental implants.

The nonsurgical application of an Er:YAG laser has been evaluated (267, 268, 283). Schwarz et al. (283) demonstrated that treatment with an Er:YAG laser led to significant clinical improvements 6 months after therapy, which were similar to conventional mechanical debridement using plastic curettes. The reduction of bleeding on probing was significantly higher in the Er:YAG laser treatment group. However, between 6 and 12 months after treatment, increased mean bleeding on probing scores and loss of mean clinical attachment level were observed at both laser and mechanically treated sites (267). In another clinical long-term study, Schwarz et al. (268) reported that although clinical improvements were achieved following 24 months of healing, the histopathological examination revealed the presence of a mixed chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate in the connective tissue stroma. Renvert et al. (230) compared the nonsurgical treatment effects of an air-abrasive device and Er:YAG laser monotherapy in patients with severe peri-implantitis. Six months after therapy, bleeding on probing and suppuration significantly decreased in both groups, but the clinical treatment results were limited and similar between the two methods. Persson et al. (217) reported the microbiologic effects of the nonsurgical treatment of peri-implantitis lesions using either an Er:YAG laser or an air-abrasive subgingival polishing method. At 1 month, the counts of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, *Staphylococcus aureus* and *Streptococcus anaerobius* were reduced in the air-abrasive group and those of *Fusobacterium* spp. were reduced in the laser group. Six-month data demonstrated that both methods failed to reduce bacterial counts and that the clinical improvements were limited.

A systematic review of Muthukuru et al. (192), in 2012, reported that the available evidence suggested that Er:YAG laser treatment may reduce clinical signs of peri-implant mucosal inflammation to a greater extent relative to submucosal debridement using curettes with adjunctive irrigation with chlorhexidine. However, nonsurgical therapy does not always seem to be sufficient for complete healing of peri-implantitis sites (268), which indicates that, depending on the patient, a surgical approach may be necessary for the treatment of peri-implant lesions to achieve favorable clinical healing. Also, a systematic review by Kotsakis et al. (145) reported that based on the limited information currently available, any superiority of laser treatment over conventional treatment of peri-implantitis could not be identified. Considering the wide heterogeneity and the small number of included studies, nonsurgical laser therapy may be investigated as a Phase I...
therapy for the treatment of peri-implantitis. Future research should emphasize the detailed description of the specific laser characteristics and power settings in clinical studies.

Regarding the surgical approach with erbium lasers, the advantageous effect in peri-implant surgery is their potential to produce improved or favorable bone healing (116, 265, 284). In particular, erbium lasers allow more effective debridement of the narrow and deep bone defects in the early stage of peri-implantitis than do conventional mechanical instruments (Fig. 23). However, to date, few clinical

Fig. 22. Operative view of the surgical treatment of experimentally induced peri-implant infection in dog using an erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Er:YAG) laser (A, B) and a plastic curette (E, F), and representative photomicrographs of the buccolingual nondecalcified histological sections parallel to the long axis of the implant in the center of the dehiscence defect at 24 weeks after surgical therapy using an Er:YAG laser (C, D) and a plastic curette (G, H). On elevation of the mucoperiosteal flap, it was observed that the bone tissue adjacent to the defect had resorbed to some extent and the defects were filled with diseased connective tissue (A, E). Buccal view of the defects immediately after degranulation and implant surface debridement. Degranulation and implant surface debridement were performed by irradiation using an Er:YAG laser under sterile water spray in contact mode at 62 mJ/pulse (panel setting: 95–105 mJ/pulse, energy density 10.0 J/cm²/pulse) and 20 Hz using a chisel tip (B). In the mechanically treated site, granulation tissue removal and implant surface debridement were performed using a plastic curette and then the titanium surface was meticulously cleaned by irrigation with copious volumes of physiological saline solution (F). Histological images showing some degree of new-bone formation with no structural differences noted in the defect area treated with laser and plastic curettes (C, G). In the laser-treated sites (C), the newly formed bone (NB) was generally more coronally extended along and in direct contact with the implant surface from the bottom of the bone defect (BBD) than the curette-treated sites [coronal level of bone defect (CBD)]. In the curette-treated sites (G), a smaller amount of new-bone formation was in direct contact with the treated implant surface. Higher magnifications of the area within the squares in C (D) and G (H) show that direct contact was established between the newly formed bone and the treated implant surface in both the laser- and curette-treated sites. The Er:YAG laser-treated implant surface did not inhibit the attachment and formation of new bone to its surface. (Villanueva Golder stain, original magnification ×30 for C and G, and ×100 for D and H.) [Photographs from Takasaki et al. Er:YAG laser therapy for peri-implant infection: a histological study. Lasers Med Sci 22: 143–157, 2007; with permission. Lasers in Medical Science © copyright (2007) Springer-Verlag London Limited (316)].
studies have been performed to demonstrate these advantages. Azzeh et al. (30) reported that the Er,Cr:YSGG laser enabled regenerative osseous surgery around an implant with no complications and with high patient and operator satisfaction. Recently, Yamamoto et al. (344) proposed complete removal of the oxidation layer by Er:YAG laser irradiation for debridement of the contaminated anodized surfaces and they reported successful clinical application of this method for the surgical treatment of peri-implantitis. A review paper by Renvert et al., in 2012 (231), reported that surgical therapy is a predictable method for treating peri-implant disease but laser treatment of the exposed implant surface during surgery of peri-implantitis was not shown to be beneficial.
Fig. 23. Clinical application of an erbium-doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Er:YAG) laser in the surgical treatment for peri-implantitis in a 64-year-old man. Before surgery (A), the probing depth around implants, at the site of implants 14–16, was maximally 7 mm with bleeding on probing. The mesial site of the 14 implant showed a probing depth of 7 mm with bleeding on probing (B). Palatal view before surgery (C). After flap reflection, debridement of the bone defect and fixture surface was effective with the Er:YAG laser at 30–40 mJ/pulse (panel 60–80 mJ/pulse, 10.7–14.2 J/cm²/pulse) and 20–25 Hz under saline water spray. In particular, the bone defect around the 14 implant (14i) was very narrow and deep, and only the thin, 400-μm-diameter contact tip was available for inserting and debriding the defect (D). In such a case, entire fixture debridement using the laser was incomplete, but a decontamination effect by the explosive ablation of water was expected during irradiation. After debridement, moderate/severe vertical bone defects were observed around the 14 and 16 implants (14i and 16i) and also fenestration (arrow) was observed on the buccal bone tissue around the apex of the 15 implant fixture (15b) (E). The palatal site of the 14 implant (14i) also demonstrated vertical bone resorption with reduced marginal bone height (F). Before flap replacement, osseous recontouring was performed around implants to correct the irregular bone shape using the Er:YAG laser. Autogenous bone collected from the distal site of the 16 implant was grafted in the vertical bone defects around all the implants and guided bone regeneration using absorbable membrane was performed at the buccal fenestration site of the 15 implant (15i) and the palatal vertical bone defect of the 14 implant (14i) (G). One week after surgery, wound healing was uneventful (H), except for membrane exposure (arrow), which was noted at the palatal inter-implant area of the 14 and 15 implants (I), but later it was gradually minimized and diminished. Eight months postsurgery, peri-implant tissue became stable without inflammation, although gingival recession occurred (J, K, L). The probing depth of all the sites, including the mesial site of the 14 implant, decreased to 2–3 mm without bleeding on probing (K). The original bone resorption at the first visit was vertical and narrow, in particular, around the 14 implant (M). At 8 months postsurgery (N), the horizontal bone height had decreased to some extent but the vertical defect around the 14 implant was improved by bone regeneration. The vertical bone defects were almost diminished and no adverse side effects were observed in the irradiated bone tissue. (Case details provided by Akira Aoki and Yoichi Taniguchi).

With regard to decontamination of the fixture surface, Schwarz et al. (269, 272, 276) indicated that the method of surface debridement and decontamination had no significant impact on clinical outcomes following surgical therapy of advanced peri-implantitis lesions. The intrabony aspect of the defect was treated using either an Er:YAG laser or plastic curettes in combination with cotton pellets soaked in sterile saline. In both treatments, the intrabony component was augmented with a natural bone mineral and covered with a collagen membrane. At 48 months, sites treated with the cotton pellets soaked in sterile saline tended to reveal higher reductions in mean bleeding on probing (cotton pellets: 85.2 ± 16.4% vs. Er:YAG laser: 71.6 ± 24.9%) and clinical attachment level values (cotton pellets: 1.5 ± 2.0 mm vs. Er:YAG laser: 1.2 ± 2.0 mm). In both groups, comparable radiographic bone fill in the intrabony defect component was observed. The 4-year clinical outcomes obtained following combined surgical resective/regenerative therapy of advanced peri-implantitis were not influenced by the method of surface decontamination. It is not clear whether the above results were caused by the difficulty in applying sufficient and precise irradiation to the entire fixture surface with complicated threads and within the narrow intrabony defect or the potential alteration of the biocompatibility of the Er:YAG-lased titanium surface. For clinical application of erbium lasers, the contact tip should be modified to provide adequate irradiation to the fixture surface. In a systematic review and meta-analysis of seven human prospective clinical trials and two animal studies in 2014, Mailoa et al. (173) reported that in a short-term follow-up, lasers resulted in similar probing-depth reduction when compared with conventional implant surface decontamination methods.

Summary

Lasers are being applied generally in soft-tissue management during implant placement and gradually in the treatment of peri-implantitis. Although laser peri-implant therapy shows favorable results in animal studies, there are few clinical studies, and significant differences between laser and conventional therapies have not yet been demonstrated. According to the current evidence, erbium lasers are the most promising laser system as they can be used to debride both contaminated fixture surfaces and bone defects. However, the influence of erbium lasers on titanium still needs to be clarified in detail. Further clinical and animal studies are necessary to prove the superiority of application of lasers in the treatment of peri-implantitis. Nevertheless, based on previous reports and clinical experience, it can be concluded that the application of lasers has some technical and therapeutic advantages as an alternative or adjunctive tool in the management of peri-implant diseases.
Low-level laser therapy

In vitro studies

Low-level lasers have various biostimulatory effects on wound healing (126, 127, 182, 183). These photobiomodulation effects include promotion/activation of cell proliferation (9, 38, 94, 215), collagen synthesis (58), mitochondrial respiration (350) and ATP synthesis (128, 187). It has been suggested that it is the change in the cellular redox state that leads to the photobiostimulative process (167). In periodontal therapy, promotion of proliferation and differentiation of periodontal cells is advantageous for early wound healing. The activation and proliferation of human gingival fibroblasts, periodontal ligament cells, osteoblasts and mesenchymal stem cells, and the release of growth factors in vitro, were enhanced by low-level laser irradiation, according to several studies (8, 11, 137, 152, 208, 224, 225, 260, 303, 327, 342). Reduction of inflammation with low-level laser irradiation is also effective for promoting wound healing. Several in vitro studies indicated the reduction of proinflammatory molecules, such as prostaglandin E₂, interleukins and tumor necrosis factor-alpha, or their gene expression (96, 254, 291).

Low-level laser therapy has been reported to promote osteogenesis. Ozawa et al. (208) and Stein et al. (303) reported that low-level laser irradiation could promote bone nodule formation by inducing the proliferation and differentiation of osteoblasts. In addition, low-level laser irradiation increased alkaline phosphatase activity (208) and expression of the mRNA for osteoblastic differentiation markers, such as osteopontin (303), osteocalcin (208) and bone sialoproteins (303), in osteoblasts. Low-level laser irradiation also stimulated in vitro mineralized nodule formation through increased insulin-like growth factor-1 and bone morphogenetic protein production via Runx2 expression and extracellular signal-regulated kinase phosphorylation in osteoblasts (88, 142, 290) and accelerated the differentiation of bone morphogenetic protein-induced osteoblasts by stimulating the bone morphogenetic protein/Smad signaling pathway (112). The expression of osteoprotegerin, RANKL and RANK, and increased activity of bone tissue cells, following low-level laser irradiation have also been reported (140). Fukuhara et al. (90) demonstrated that low-level laser therapy induces not only acceleration of bone formation but also initial G2/M arrest, which may cause wound healing, such as tissue repair. Kushibiki et al. (158) reported that induction of the extracellular calcification of mouse mesenchymal stem cells as a result of irradiation with a low-level blue laser (405 nm) is associated with alteration of intracellular localization of the circadian rhythm protein cryptochrome 1. Recently, photobiomodulation effects of light-emitting diodes on cells were also exhibited (138, 164, 332). Kim et al. (138) and Li et al. (164) reported that exposure to red light-emitting diode light enhances the osteogenic differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells.

In vivo studies

Regarding inflammation, Albertini et al. (7) reported reduction of inflammation by low-level laser therapy. Aimbire et al. (5) reported that low-level laser therapy induces dose-dependent reduction of tumor necrosis factor-alpha levels in acute inflammation in rats. Safavi et al. (252) demonstrated that low-level laser irradiation accelerates wound healing by changing the expression of genes responsible for the production of inflammatory cytokines. Shimotoyodome et al. (292) reported that irradiation with a low-level CO₂ laser improves macromolecular clearance via the lymph flow in hamster gingiva.

With regard to osteogenesis, several in vivo studies have demonstrated the promotion of healing of bone defects by low-level laser therapy using diode lasers (108, 136, 181, 222, 295). These histological studies indicated increased angiogenesis and connective tissue formation (136), and increased new-bone formation (108, 136, 181, 222, 295) in the laser-treated site, compared with the untreated control. Friesen et al. (86) and Tajima (314) observed that following irradiation with a high-level CO₂ laser, unlike normal bone healing in the tibia, remodeling of the tibial wall adjacent to the bone marrow was observed opposite the site of irradiation, in contrast to little or no bone formation noted on the periosteal side (irradiated side). Also, Shiozaki et al. (294) reported that irradiation with a low-level blue laser (405 nm) is associated with alteration of intracellular localization of the circadian rhythm protein cryptochrome 1. Recently, photobiomodulation effects of light-emitting diodes on cells were also exhibited (138, 164, 332). Kim et al. (138) and Li et al. (164) reported that exposure to red light-emitting diode light enhances the osteogenic differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells.
effect that is responsible for the enhanced bone formation. Kim et al. (139) also investigated the capacity of bone repair using a high-intensity, Q-switched Nd: YAG laser in postoperative treatment targeting local bone healing. Laser irradiation significantly increased new-bone formation by approximately 45%, not only in the collagen sponge-filled defects of rats but also when the defects were left empty, compared with the nonirradiated group.

With regard to the treatment of periodontal bone defects, Nagata et al. (193) analyzed the influence of platelet-rich plasma, low-level laser therapy (660-nm diode laser), separately or combined, on the healing of periodontal fenestration defects in rats. Low-level laser therapy and platelet-rich plasma, separately or combined, all promoted new cementum formation with a functional periodontal ligament. However, the combination of platelet-rich plasma and low-level laser therapy did not show additional positive effects when compared with the use of either therapy alone.

In implant therapy, low-level laser therapy applied after conventional techniques shows promise for increased and faster osseointegration of implants following irradiation in animal studies. Khadra et al. (136) reported that bone-to-implant contact and the amounts of calcium and phosphorus increased at the sites treated with additional low-level laser therapy (830 nm diode laser) compared with nonirradiated sites, suggesting that bone maturation progressed faster in irradiated bone. Dortbudak et al. (71) revealed that osteocyte viability was significantly higher at the early stages of healing in bone sites irradiated with a diode laser (690 nm) before implant placement than in nonirradiated implant sites. Naka & Yokose (194) also reported that irradiation of bone with a CO2 laser before implantation was effective in promoting bone formation and acquiring osseointegration of titanium implants and proposed laser-induced bone therapy. Omasa et al. (206) reported that therapy with a low-level diode laser (830 nm) enhanced the stability of mini-implants placed in rat tibiae and accelerated peri-implant bone formation by increasing expression of the bone morphogenetic protein-2 gene in surrounding cells.

Recently, with an increased demand for implant therapy, much attention has been paid to the preservation of alveolar bone following tooth extraction. The application of lasers on socket preservation has been investigated. Arrany et al. (25) reported that low-power laser irradiation is capable of activating the latent transforming growth factor-beta1 complex in vitro, and its expression pattern in an in vivo oral tooth-extraction healing model suggested that transforming growth factor-beta plays a central role in mediating the accelerated healing response. Fukuoka et al. (91) reported the effect of CO2 laser irradiation on the extraction socket healing process in rats. They performed high-level laser irradiation to coagulate blood and prevent the loss of blood clots immediately after tooth extraction and low-level laser irradiation 1 day postextraction to stimulate wound healing. Consequently, the alveolar crest height was significantly higher in the laser group than in the control group. Immunostaining revealed many alpha-smooth muscle actin-positive cells (myofibroblasts) in the control group but very few in the laser group. The appearance of fewer myofibroblasts in the granulation tissue in the laser group indicated subsequent mild cicatrization, which may have been closely associated with favorable new-bone formation. Laser-irradiated extraction wound healing showed characteristics different from those of the normal healing process, suggesting promotion of healing. Park et al. (213, 214) reported that low-level irradiation with a diode laser had positive effects on bone healing of extraction sockets in rats by increasing expression of the genes encoding Runx2, collagen type I, osteocalcin, platelet-derived growth factor-B and vascular endothelial growth factor. They concluded that low-level irradiation with a diode laser is beneficial in the early stages of alveolar bone healing.

**Clinical studies**

There are several possible benefits of applying low-level laser therapy as part of surgical and postoperative therapy, such as suppression of the inflammatory processes, pain control and promotion of wound healing/tissue regeneration. In the medical field, a meta-analysis of Woodruff et al. (341) reported that low-level laser therapy is an effective tool for promoting wound repair.

Qadri et al. (228) examined the effect of low-level laser therapy following scaling and root planing. Irradiation with both 635-nm (10 mW, 90 s, 0.9 J) and 820-nm (70 mW, 25 s, 1.75 J) diode lasers to the external surface of gingiva was performed 1 week later and was continued once a week for 6 weeks. The clinical variables (i.e. probing pocket depth, and plaque and gingival indices) were reduced more on the laser side than on the placebo side. The authors concluded that additional treatment with low-level lasers reduced gingival inflammation. In a similar study, Qadri et al. (226) also examined the differences between the effects of low-level helium–neon (HeNe) (632.8 nm, 3 mW) and diode (650 nm, 3 mW) laser
therapies. Laser irradiation to the external surface of the gingiva (180 s per point, energy 0.54 J) was started 1 week later and was continued once a week for 6 weeks. The clinical signs of inflammation, such as gingival index and probing pocket depth, were significantly more reduced on the HeNe laser-treated side compared with the diode laser-treated side. They concluded that coherence length appears to be an important factor in laser phototherapy.

Riberio et al. (233) performed low-level diode laser therapy (GaAlAs; 660 nm, 35 mW, 10 s per site) immediately, and 24 and 48 h after subgingival scaling and root planing. They reported that utilization of a low-level diode laser as an auxiliary in scaling and root planing did not provide any apparent clinical benefit for shallow to moderate periodontal pockets. Calderin et al. (44) reported that therapy with a low-level diode laser (670 nm, 200 mW, 60 s/tooth), used in a single or repeated doses, did not produce a significant reduction in clinical parameters; however, the levels of interleukin-1beta in gingival crevice fluid were significantly reduced in scaling and root planing plus single laser therapy and scaling and root planing plus repeated laser therapy groups compared with the scaling and root planing group, and the scaling and root planing plus repeated laser therapy group showed a significant reduction in the proinflammatory cytokine, tumor necrosis factor-alpha, and in the RANKL/osteoprotegerin ratio at 4 weeks post-treatment compared with the scaling and root planing plus single laser therapy and scaling and root planing groups ($P < 0.05$). Multiple sessions of diode laser therapy showed a faster and greater tendency to reduce proinflammatory mediators and the RANKL/osteoprotegerin ratio.

In relation to surgical therapy, Ozcelik et al. (210) demonstrated that the additional application of low-level laser therapy (diode; 588 nm, 120 mW, during and after periodontal regenerative therapy using enamel matrix protein derivative (after enamel matrix protein application, immediately after surgery, and daily for 5 days, 10 min each), resulted in greater improvements in clinical parameters, such as gingival recession, swelling and reduced postoperative pain, in comparison with therapy with enamel matrix protein derivative alone. Amorim et al. (12) reported that low-level laser therapy (diode; 685 nm, 50 mW, 80 s; immediately following, and 1, 3 and 7 days after treatment) appeared to promote healing following gingivectomy. Ozcelik et al. (209) also demonstrated that the additional low-level laser therapy using a diode laser (588 nm, 120 mW, 5 min, daily for 7 days) on gingival tissues following gingivectomy and gingivoplasty enhanced epithelialization and improved wound healing compared with the nonirradiated control. In contrast, Damante et al. (62) reported that low-intensity laser therapy (diode; 670 nm, 15 mW, 4 J/cm$^2$ per point, four sessions for 1 week, i.e. one session on each of days 0, 2, 4, and 6) did not accelerate oral mucosal healing after gingivoplasty.

For tooth extractions, Mozzaiti et al. (190) reported that unlike the nonirradiated control, superpulsed diode laser (904 nm) irradiation (pulse width 200 ns, peak power 33 W, 30 kHz, 200 mW/cm$^2$, 15 min, 180 J/cm$^2$, three applications; immediately after molar extraction and at days 3 and 5) prevented the increase of interleukin-1beta, interleukin-6, interleukin-10 and cyclooxygenase-2 in the extraction socket, and induced an insignificant increase in collagen, 7 days postextraction. Patients reported less pain at the site treated with superpulsed laser irradiation than at the control site. The study suggested that superpulsed diode laser irradiation is able to reduce inflammation and pain following tooth extraction. Ishikawa et al. (118) investigated a novel photocoagulation method of treating tooth extraction sockets using a blue–violet light emitting diode. Irradiation with the blue–violet light-emitting diode (750 mW/cm$^2$, 10–20 s) yielded immediate hemostasis of the socket. Transmission electron microscopy showed the formation of a thin amorphous layer and an adjacent agglutination of platelets and other cellular elements under the layer at the interface of the irradiated blood. One week later, the light-emitting diode-irradiated sockets demonstrated uneventful healing with epithelial covering. Thus, blue–violet light-emitting diode irradiation of bleeding sockets may facilitate immediate clot formation and hemostasis. In the field of oral surgery, Vescovi et al. (331) reported the effectiveness of low-level laser therapy for the management of bisphosphonate-related osteonecrosis of the jaw. Two-hundred and seventeen patients received 589 tooth extractions under antibiotic treatment and were additionally treated with low-level Nd:YAG laser therapy (1.25 W; 15 Hz, 1 min, five applications) after 3 days and once a week for 2 months. Minimal bone exposure was observed in five cases and this was treated with high-level Er:YAG laser vaporization and then healed. The authors proposed that the combination of antibiotic treatment and low-level laser therapy can be effective in preventing osteonecrosis after tooth extraction in patients under bisphosphonate therapy.

Summary

Currently, a large number of basic studies are reporting biostimulative effects of low-level laser therapy on
periodontal tissues. In the medical field, clinical studies are increasing; however, in the dental field, few clinical studies have shown positive effects of adjunctive phototherapy using low-level lasers or light-emitting diodes with respect to promotion of wound healing/tissue regeneration. Although there continues to be improved performance and technical advances of the instrumentation, the superiority of this novel treatment approach to conventional treatment has not yet been clearly demonstrated. Therefore, it is hoped that further extensive clinical studies will be conducted, utilizing present and future devices that will efficiently stimulate the regeneration of diseased periodontal tissues, in order to demonstrate the beneficial effects of low-level laser therapy in periodontal and implant therapy.

**Summary and future perspectives**

Nowadays, lasers are being increasingly incorporated into conventional mechanical therapy and chemotherapy for various periodontal and peri-implant diseases, and favorable wound healing has been demonstrated following irradiation. In nonsurgical and surgical periodontal therapy, the maximum possible level of wound healing/tissue regeneration that can be achieved with conventional mechanical therapy has been reached. Advances in tissue-engineering techniques are expected to result in additional improvements in healing following flap surgery. These include guided tissue regeneration with membranes, the use of enamel matrix protein derivative and growth factors and, quite recently, the use of cultured stem cells and cell sheet engineering (117, 122). In order to yield further improvements in the treatment outcome of nonsurgical and surgical therapy, including regenerative surgery, preparation of the diseased site by better decontamination methods and activation of the surrounding tissues/cells may be required. The use of high-level and low-level lasers offers promise in this regard. As discussed in this article, lasers are expected to help tissues in an inflamed and/or damaged state enter rapidly the healing and regenerative phases by thorough debridement and decontamination of diseased tissues, and by modulating or activating cell metabolism in the surrounding tissues (23, 122).

As a future strategy for periodontal and peri-implant treatment, a series of periodontal/peri-implant phototherapy procedures will be developed. Those procedures aim for thorough bacterial elimination before and during treatment, thorough debride-ment and biostimulation during treatment, as well as enhancement of wound healing by repeated biostimulation post-treatment. Adjunct/alternative use of high-level lasers, as well as antimicrobial photodynamic therapy (302, 317), may be considered as a novel therapeutic modality for debridement and preparation of diseased sites, and low-level lasers/light-emitting diodes may also be important tools for activation of the tissues/cells. Extensive study of periodontal phototherapy at the molecular level is needed to understand tissue responses, and elucidation of their effects could lead to direct and/or adjunctive improvements in the current physical, chemical, and mechanical treatment procedures of periodontitis and peri-implantitis (21, 122).

At present, clinical evidence for the promotion of periodontal wound healing/tissue regeneration by phototherapy is still limited. However, the laser offers a novel technical approach that is completely different from mechanical instruments and has several beneficial effects, and thus may play an important role. With better understanding of the characteristics of laser/light as well as the development of laser/light-emitting diode devices, the role of light energy in periodontal and peri-implant treatment is expected to expand rapidly in the future. To obtain more detailed information on how wound healing/tissue regeneration can be enhanced, an increasing number of studies on photomediated periodontal tissue engineering, utilizing various sources of light energy, are needed.
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